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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

6:32 p.m.2

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Good evening, ladies and3

gentlemen.  We're ready to get started.4

This is a public meeting of the Zoning Commission5

of the District of Columbia.  Today's date is December 4,6

2017.7

My name is Anthony Hood.  Joining me this evening8

are Vice Chair Miller, Commissioner Shapiro, Commissioner9

May, and Commissioner Turnbull.10

We are also joined by the Office of Zoning Staff,11

Ms. Sharon Schellin, as well as the Office of Planning Staff,12

Ms. Steingasser and Mr. Jesick.13

This proceeding is being recorded by a court14

reporter.  It is also web-cast live.  Accordingly, we must15

ask you to refrain from any disruptive noises or actions in16

the hearing room, including the display of any signs or17

objects.18

Notice of today's hearing was published in the19

D.C. Register.  And copies of that announcement are available20

to my left on the wall near the door.21

The hearing will be conducted in accordance with22

the provisions of 11 DCMR, Chapter 4 as follows, preliminary23

matters, the Applicant's case, report of the Office of24

Planning, report of other government agencies, report of the25
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ANC, organizations and persons in support, organizations and1

persons in opposition, rebuttal, and closing by the2

Applicant.3

The following time constraints will be maintained4

at this meeting, the Applicant has up to 60 minutes.  But,5

we have reviewed the record, and I think we can hear your6

presentation, hitting the highlights within 20 minutes.7

Organization is five minutes.  Individuals is8

three minutes.  The Commission intends to adhere to the time9

limits as strictly as possible in order to hear the case in10

a reasonable period of time.11

All persons wishing to testify before the12

Commission in this evening's hearing are asked to register13

at the witness kiosk to my left, and fill out two witness14

cards.  If you need assistance with that, you can see Ms.15

Schellin, who is sitting to my left.16

When presenting information to the Commission,17

please turn on and speak into the microphone.  First say your18

name and home address.  When you are finished speaking,19

please turn your microphone off so that your microphone is20

no longer picking up sound or background noise.21

The decision of the Commission in this case must22

be based exclusively on the public record.  To avoid any23

appearance to the contrary, the Commission requests that24

persons present not engage the members of the Commission in25
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conversation during any recess or at any time.1

The staff will be available throughout the hearing2

to discuss procedural questions.  Please turn off all your3

electronic devices at this time so not to disrupt these4

proceedings.5

Would all individuals wishing to testify please6

rise to take the oath.  Ms. Schellin, would you please7

administer the oath?8

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yes.  Please raise your right hand. 9

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you will10

give this evening will be the truth, the whole truth, and11

nothing but the truth?12

(Witnesses sworn.)13

MS. SCHELLIN:  Thank you.14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Did we get everybody? 15

Because I saw some people who -- I don't know if -- let's do16

that one more time, Ms. Schellin.17

Because I don't know if standing up at the end18

counts for it.  But I'm sure they're going to tell us the19

truth.  But let's do it again.20

MS. SCHELLIN:  Please raise your right hand.  Do21

you solemnly swear or affirm the testimony you give this22

evening will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but23

the truth?24

(Witnesses sworn.)25
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MS. SCHELLIN:  Thank you.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Thank you.  All right.  At2

this point the Commission will consider any preliminary3

matters.4

Does staff have any preliminary matters?5

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yes, sir.  Late this afternoon we6

received a party status request in opposition from a group7

called Care.8

They're being represented by Aristotle Theresa. 9

Is he here?  Yes.10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.11

MS. SCHELLIN:  And I ask the Commission to12

consider that.  That is in the record at Exhibit 48.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Has everyone had a chance to look14

at this party in opposition which came in at 4:58 today? 15

Okay.16

And the representative is here, right?17

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yes.18

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Great.  All right, somebody19

could get us started on this.  Mr. Shapiro?20

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Thank you Mr. Hood.  I have21

concerns that this is not adhering to our regulations given22

the timing.23

I believe it's 14 days is the required amount of24

time.  And I think we got this at -- it was a few minutes25
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before 5:00 today.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Yeah.  I actually -- colleagues,2

I know we just got this.  We have, in reference to 583

Regulations, we have been out -- we have not used our 584

Regulations since September of 2016.5

So, I'm not sure why we're referencing the6

Regulation.  And also when I read some of what's in here as7

far as party status, one of the things that I found -- which8

was very different -- was how it talks about some of the9

things that if we deny party status, some of the things --10

some of the actions and how they will be taking this to11

another body.12

Which is everyone's right.  But I think first of13

all, you need to give this body a shot as well before already14

saying you're going to take it to another body.15

And also, the parties -- the Applicant and the ANC16

were not served.  I don't know if the Applicant knows about17

this party, which is now in opposition, which we just found18

out when we arrived today.19

And that was not provided.  And also, it requires20

an application to be submitted 14 days prior as Commissioner21

Shapiro was mentioning.22

So, when I look at this -- and it talks about23

their members are within five thousand feet.  So, there are24

a number of things, I think inconsistencies -- while it may25
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be consistent in its submission, but as far as us reviewing1

party status -- so if you have concerns within five thousand2

feet, then I think that that opens up.  That doesn't make you3

unique or differently affected than anyone else in this.4

And I just think that this doesn't meet our5

threshold.  But, I'll hear from others.6

I know Commissioner Shapiro.  Commissioner May?7

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  I mean the arguments that8

are made in this application seem to be very general in9

nature.  And they're not the sort of specific connection to10

the project that would ordinarily trigger consideration as11

a party.12

So, I mean, I really don't -- I've been over this13

now, and back and forth.  I can't really see where there's14

a -- a specific connection between the party and the -- and15

this project.16

I mean, yeah, as you said, five thousand feet. 17

I mean, even one thousand feet is not particularly close.18

I mean, you know, two hundred feet is the standard19

that's actually in the regulations that triggers, I think,20

some -- it triggers notification and so on.21

So, I'm not seeing anything in here that warrants22

granting party status.  Of course we're happy to hear what23

they have to say -- every member of the party -- if they want24

to come and testify.25
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CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  All right.  Anybody else? 1

Vice Chair Miller?2

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Thank you Mr. Chairman.  Yeah,3

I'm just reading this for the first time as you were4

presenting that issue.5

I agree with my colleagues.  And I agree that6

they're not uniquely, significantly, adversely affected.7

And each of the five members who are listed as8

members of this organization will have the opportunity to9

testify.  And we'll look forward to that testimony as part10

of persons in opposition, or organizations in opposition.11

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  All right.  I --12

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Mr. Chairman, I would just13

concur with the comments of my colleagues.  And I would agree14

that I don't think that this meets the -- the test that we15

usually see with party status.16

And I think that they will have ample time to17

present any information that they'd like  to during the18

regular process of the hearing tonight.19

And would vote to not approve this.20

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  I think we've all -- we've21

all had a response on this application for party status.22

So with that, I would move -- and it's already23

been stated, you have an opportunity to come down and testify24

as an individual.25
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So, I would move that we deny -- we don't have an1

exhibit number yet.  But I would move that we deny Carry --2

Care, who's applied for party status in Zoning Commission3

Case Number 16-29.4

That we deny that request.  And I ask for a5

second.6

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Second.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  It's been moved and properly8

seconded.  Any further discussion?9

(No response)10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All in favor?11

(Chorus of ayes)12

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Any opposition?13

(No response)14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Not hearing any, Ms. Schellin,15

would you please record the vote.16

MS. SCHELLIN:  The staff records the vote five to17

zero to zero to deny party status in opposition to the group18

known as Care.  Commissioner Hood moving, Commissioner19

Shapiro seconding, Commissioners Turnbull, Miller, and May20

in support of denial.21

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you.  All right, anything22

else Ms. Schellin, preliminary?23

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yes.  We have some proffered expert24

witnesses.  Mr. Hellmuth's been previously accepted.25
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Michael O'Hara, I don't have him as being1

previously accepted.  So he needs to be considered by the2

Commissioners.  His resume is at Exhibit 13C.3

Jami Milanovich, of course, has been before the4

Commission many times.  And she's previously been accepted.5

So those two, if the Commission would accept those6

that have previously been accepted in this case as experts. 7

And then review the other one in civil engineering.8

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  So, we will -- unless I9

hear otherwise, we will not undo the two that we've already10

ran as experts.11

The only one we have is 13C?12

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yes.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  As a civil engineer.  So, any14

objections?15

(No response)16

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  No objections.  All right, so we17

will -- unless I hear otherwise, we will accept the civil18

engineer.  And we can add it to our list.19

Anything else Ms. Schellin?20

MS. SCHELLIN:  No.21

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right.  Mr. Epting, are you?22

MR. EPTING:  Yes, sir.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  You may begin.24

MR. EPTING:  Thank you.  Chairman Hood and members25
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of the Commission, John Epting with Goulston & Storrs.  Jim1

Logan from Goulston & Storrs is also with me.2

We're going to be brief tonight.  We did ask to3

postpone the October 26 hearing because we had issues with4

the ANCs.  They both requested that we postpone, both 8A and5

8C.6

We did that.  During that interim time between7

October 26 and December 4, we kept working with the8

community.  We've got a number of letters of support from the9

community in the record.10

And I'm happy to say we now have letters of11

support from both ANC 8A and 8C in the record.  And they're12

here tonight to testify in support of the project.13

So I think that's an adequate summary of what14

we're trying to do.  We're rezoning from MU14 to MU9 with15

this first stage PUD.16

And I think with that I'm going to go ahead and17

turn it over to Tom Skinner from Redbrick.  And we'll be18

happy to answer questions.19

MR. SKINNER:  Thank you Chairman Hood and members20

of the Zoning Commission for your work on Case Number 16-29,21

Columbian Quarter PUD.22

My name is Tom Skinner.  I'm a founder and23

managing partner of Redbrick LMD.  It's exciting to be a part24

of a project that will bring significant economic development25
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where it's most needed in our city.1

If there's one message I'd like to leave with you2

tonight, it's that we're on the cusp of what will be a truly3

transformational project for Ward 8.  And we all need to make4

sure we keep the big picture policy objectives in mind as we5

evaluate this project.6

Let me start with a little history.  Redbrick7

first started working on the Columbian Quarter in 2011.8

We spent two years trying to acquire the initial9

parcel from UBS.  And finally it closed in the fall of 2013.10

At the time we referred to the project as Poplar11

Point.  But in response to requests from DMPED and ANC 8C12

Chair, Mary Cuthbert, who's here tonight, we have renamed the13

project the Columbian Quarter.14

This name pays homage to the Columbian orator, a15

text that provided inspiration to Frederick Douglass, perhaps16

Ward 8's most remarkable and famous resident.17

Over the last four years we've painstakingly18

completed five additional acquisitions.  While we've been19

working on this project for quite some time, the local20

community has been waiting for decades to see development21

here.22

 Shortly before his death, we started working with23

former Mayor for Life, Marion Barry.  We asked him what he24

wanted at the site, and he told us.25
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We don't need any more affordable housing here. 1

We have plenty of that already.  What I want is jobs, jobs,2

and more jobs, plus retail.3

This was before City Center opened and he joked4

about wanting to be able to buy his fine clothes in Anacostia5

rather than have to go to the Chevy Chase collection in6

Friendship heights.7

Similarly Council Member White is a strong8

advocate for the project.  And in his letter of support he9

asked that there be no additional burdens placed on it that10

would delay the economic development that his ward so11

desperately needs.12

We're getting closer to realizing their dreams. 13

In the past 12 months alone we've been short listed by the14

Department of Labor for their new headquarters.15

We're submitting response to the SEC Headquarters16

solicitation.  And we're an integral part of the District's17

Anacostia River Hunt bid for Amazon's second headquarters.18

Each of these offers the prospect of bringing four19

to five thousand new jobs to the neighborhood.  With D.C.20

residents arriving in vehicles with D.C. tags and working to21

be a part of the economic regeneration of the Anacostia22

neighborhood.23

As my colleague Stephen Rodiger from Redbrick,24

Bill Hellmuth from HOK, Jami Milanovich from Wells, will25
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discuss, we've incorporated the suggestions made by the1

Zoning Commission at the set down hearing.  And have gone2

beyond the initial set of comments received from all the3

government agencies.4

I believe we really have just one area in which5

we haven't incorporated all the feedback.  Namely6

inclusionary zoning.7

We were initially asked, and we agreed to 108

percent IZ units, with half of them at 50 percent of AMI and9

half of them at 80 percent.  That provided a blended 6510

percent.11

Since that time the standards have changed.  The12

maximum per rental unit is now set at 60 percent of AMI.13

This change does impact the viability of multi-14

family projects.  And may impose some delay on the time at15

which we anticipate being able to commence construction.16

However, we are proposing we'll still provide 1017

percent IZ units, which is 25 percent more than the minimum18

8 percent requirement, even at the lower level of19

affordability.20

Office of Planning however suggesting a21

significant further increase in the number of IZ units and22

reduction in the levels of affordability.23

I'm sure I don't need to remind anyone, we're not24

discussing a building on 14th Street that commands three25
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thousand dollars or more in monthly rents, and can easily1

afford a significant change in its IZ requirements.2

Any additional increase in the number of IZ units3

or reductions in the level of affordability, risks being4

meaningful in the first residential project.  It may even5

have some feedback effects on the timing of bringing an6

office user to the Columbian Quarter.7

I therefore urge the Zoning Commission to approve8

the current submission.  And let us continue our work to9

bring economic opportunity to Anacostia.10

With that, let me hand over the floor to Stephen,11

Bill, and Jami, who will describe the street scape12

improvements, community and public benefits, the overall13

design, and the transportation plans.14

MR. RODIGER: Good evening.  Stephen Rodiger with15

Redbrick LMD.  I wanted too just briefly just discuss our16

community outreach over the last three and four years. 17

We've not only worked on the neighborhood, the18

ward level, the D.C. level, but also on the regional and19

federal level.  We've spent  hours and hours and hours.20

And continue to meet with local groups, D.C.21

groups, as well as regional meeting WMATA, and federal,22

National Park Service.  Sharing information and getting23

feedback.24

This community outreach over the last couple of25
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years is reflected in the community letters that we've1

received, and we continue to receive.  There's approximately2

14 community letters posted as of today, starting with on the3

regional level, WMATA posting a letter, and then ANC 8A, 8C,4

and Council Member White.5

We also have -- we've reached out to schools,6

churches, seniors.  And that's reflected in the record, as7

well as local businesses, both for profit and nonprofit8

focused on workforce development and growing small business9

and growing jobs in Ward 8.10

So we -- it's a continuing process.  And we do it11

day in/day out.  And we think, you know, the public benefits,12

and I'll just go through them very quickly, but reflects a13

lot of the input we receive from the community.14

It starts with obviously brand new transit-based15

housing.  There's a 10 percent component for affordable16

housing.17

We have many improvements, number one including18

the street scape improvements for Howard Road.  And that goes19

to the WMATA Anacostia Metro Station improvements, all brand20

new.21

Of course sustainability is a key piece of this. 22

All buildings will be lead gold.  We have green roofs.  We23

meet all storm water management regulations.24

And we work with DOEE closely on flood resiliency. 25
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And so we talked about grading to a five hundred year flood1

plain, which the drawings reflect.2

A big part of what we do day in/day out, is3

workforce development.  And we're developing plans for4

offering opportunities for Ward 8 public high school5

students, Ward 8 college students, as well as people6

interested in different fields of real estate, including7

construction.8

And that's reflected in our many responses.  And9

we're also really focused on not just creating jobs, but10

creating careers.11

So that's where we really want to put our focus12

in creating opportunities for people that build careers,13

start families, and grow in Ward 8.  Thank you.14

MR. HELLMUTH:  Hi, I'm Bill Hellmuth with HOK15

Architects.  And I'll be as mercifully short as I can be as16

we go through this.17

This is a great opportunity to build a transit18

oriented mixed use development with live, work, and play. 19

We're sitting right on top of a Metro stop that is one stop20

away from Saint E's, and one stop away from all the new21

development that's happening along the water front, Navy22

Yard, and so forth.23

The buildings contain office uses, residential24

uses, as well as retail uses.  One of the things we looked25
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at that a lot of different plans had been done for this area,1

and we were incorporating some of their thinking into it. 2

But primarily in terms of how this might get broken up into3

the lot and block structure, a grid of streets for whatever4

happens beyond this development.5

The primary sites are these two parcels, which you6

can see here in this diagram.  Flanking Howard Road on either7

side.8

If you look at the buildings, the two to the9

furthest left are offices.  And the ones to the furthest10

right and to the north are residential.  Go ahead.11

This also shows, although this is conjecture, what12

future development blocks might look like in the lighter13

gray.  That is beyond our site.14

And again, what we're doing in our site, and this15

shows it in a larger context, but we're setting up that sort16

of first move the chess game of where we cut roads through17

and so forth, as we parcel out the development along Howard18

Road.  Go ahead.19

What we've also done is, there was a lot of20

discussion about curb cuts and so forth.  And by our21

calculation there are eight and a half curb cuts on this22

property.23

Because one of the curb cuts is sort of split24

between this property and another.  We have brought that down25
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to three curb cuts.1

And those curb cuts are really the crossroads that2

come through.  You can see the two on the left where it's a3

road that goes through.4

And we eliminated a curb cut that went into a5

garage in the lower lefthand corner building.  And you now6

come through the road between the two buildings, past the7

loading docks, and enter the garage and exit the garage8

through there.9

Without your screen at this end it's hard to point10

at things.  So, I have to just do verbal description without11

a pointing mechanism.12

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  You -- can't you use the arrow? 13

Not the screens down there, but can't you use your arrow?14

MR. HELLMUTH:  Oh, can you see that?15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Yes.16

MR. HELLMUTH:  Oh, okay.17

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right.18

MR. HELLMUTH:  Well, let's go back one.  Okay. 19

So, there had -- where is it.  Okay.20

There had been a curb cut here that went into the21

park -- oh, sorry.  There had been a curb cut right around22

here, which had gone into the parking garage of this23

building.24

What we were able to do is bring through this25
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road, all of the parking for this building as well as the1

parking for that building.  And the loading docks for both2

of those buildings.  So they're really not on stage on Howard3

Road.4

Similarly for servicing the office building here5

and residential building here, you come through.  And there's6

really sort of a service alley or road behind all this, which7

services all those pieces as we go through there.8

Again, you can start seeing here in the lighter9

gray, this is the conjecture of what this starts to set up10

in terms of if future roads and other development occurred11

along that way.12

We heard loud and clear, particularly from Mr.13

May, about tower projections on these buildings.  And not14

having them be really just glass walls, which projected15

beyond the roof height.16

And so what we've done is we do have corner17

articulation.  And this is the three -- the view from the18

west.19

There is that corner articulation.  But it does20

not project above the 130-foot height level.21

The pieces which do project are penthouses which22

fall on the one to one sky plane.  Consistent with other23

projects around town.24

One of the things that we want to show in this is25
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that through articulation and ins and outs particularly of1

the residential, but sort of courts which face Howard Road2

to break down the scale of the buildings.  And still allow3

the corners to be special.4

And you can see that here.  And we're able to do5

that without breaking the height limit plane.6

And this is another view looking down towards the7

river.  And you can start to see that in that articulation8

not only had we crenelated the buildings with a series of9

outer courts which face Howard Road, but also in various10

buildings we have setback at, you can see right here.11

Where's that little arrow.  Okay.  We have12

setbacks here in the residential.  Which then further give13

an articulation to the overall -- to the overall mass of the14

buildings as you move along.15

So there really is kind of two methods.  One is16

there are setbacks from the street.  And then also the17

setbacks of the crenellation of the buildings for the outer18

courts which face Howard Road.19

Again, you can start to get a sense of that some,20

go straight up.  Some have the setbacks.21

We also were -- listened to your sort of joint22

desires of having balconies on the residential.  But not have23

them impinge on the view shed of Howard Road.24

So we've placed those balconies within the recess,25
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the ones which project.  And the rest are recessed balconies1

in the residential buildings.2

And you can start to see for example over in here3

where we do have projecting balconies.  But that's within a4

recess.5

So it doesn't cut down on your view plane as you6

look down Howard Road.  And the rest of the balconies are7

sort of Juliette balconies and inset on those buildings.8

The significant connection between the buildings9

is much more significant then it was before.  It's actually10

joining the buildings in the units and so forth.11

And so it's really a unified building with an12

opening that you can circulate under.13

You can see on the ground floor plan, the green14

shows the retail.  We've increased the amount of retail15

frontage.16

And it's essentially all along Howard Road.  With17

the exception of where the lobbies are.18

And of course that retail is double height. Which19

is where you see the white space and then the other space is20

behind.21

Then in the gray, we have the office space.  And22

in the tan color, we have the residential.23

And then the significant addition and where those24

buildings connect as you go up.  And then roof gardens and25
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setbacks and so forth as you get then into the penthouse1

level.2

And you can then see the overall composition with3

a lot of green roof setbacks, and so forth.  To give the4

overall articulation along the street.5

Below we have a couple of levels of parking below. 6

Which again are separated garages from each other.7

But, are accessed, as we said, through those8

streets which are perpendicular to Howard Road.  Which is how9

we went from the eight and half curb cuts down to three.10

And gives a much more urban type of situation11

here.  But without blocking off the pedestrian flow that12

goes, or can go along Howard Road.13

These are just some of the diagrams showing the14

setbacks at the top.  And how we're, you know, keeping with15

the spirit and, we believe, letter of the penthouse16

regulations there.17

And then again.  And really just starting to show18

the various ways we've broken down the scale with the courts,19

which face Howard Road and also with setbacks to the20

buildings themselves.21

We also did a whole series of view studies.  And22

I'll take you through those quickly.  And you can start to23

see some of the befores and afters.24

The befores and afters, this is looking across25
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back at it before.  And after, not much to see there.1

Here, you will see something.  And this will be2

this sort of gateway to Howard Road as seen from across the3

river.  And again, from across the river.4

So, it's really showing you this sort of minimum5

impact to the neighborhoods on the Ward 8 side of the river. 6

But it also has a presence as seen from across the river.7

And --8

MR. SKINNER:  No visibility from the Frederick9

Douglas site.10

MR. HELLMUTH:  Yes.  No visibility.  We're happy11

to report.12

And so that's my presentation.  I'm going to hand13

it over.14

MS. MILANOVICH:  Good evening Chairman Hood,15

Members of the Commission.  My name is Jami Milanovich with16

Wells & Associates, the transportation consultants for the17

project.18

I'm going to be very brief.  And I'd simply like19

to address the requests from DDOT that they outlined in their20

report.21

One of the issues that they requested was that we22

eliminate, as Bill mentioned, the driveway to Building D. 23

Which was its own stand-alone driveway.24

We have eliminated that curb cut.  And instead you25
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will access the parking to Building D via this private1

roadway.2

We have also agreed to install a traffic signal,3

if warranted, at this newly created intersection, as DDOT4

requested.5

But in terms of the transportation management6

plan, this shows a list of what we've proposed.  The items7

in green are those that were requested by DDOT.8

We have agreed to all of the items requested by9

DDOT with one caveat.  DDOT requested that we provide annual10

Capital Bikeshare memberships for all residents over the age11

of 16.12

And to provide annual car share memberships for13

all residents over the age of 16.  We would like to provide14

one or the other of the resident's choosing.15

And the reason for that is, frankly car share16

memberships are not as popular as they once were. 17

Anecdotally, we're finding in a lot of our projects that18

people would rather use ride hailing services such as Uber19

and Lyft.20

And so we thought rather than just spending money21

on something that residents may not use, it would be more22

appropriate to give them the choice.  And let them choose23

between a Capital Bikeshare station -- I'm sorry, a Capital24

Bikeshare membership or the car share membership.25
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So that was our only caveat.  All of the other1

elements that DDOT requested as part of the TMP, we've agreed2

to.3

And I think with that, I think we're ready to take4

questions.5

MR. EPTING:  That's correct.  Thank you.6

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right.  Thank you all for your7

presentations.  Let's see, do we have any questions or8

comments up here?9

(No response)10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Good.  We don't have any questions11

or comments.  That means you all did an excellent job.12

(Laughter)13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  That's just to get them started. 14

They've got some questions.  Commissioner May?15

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I often get to go first.  Thank16

you very much Mr. Chairman.17

So first question is, what's with the bike helmet? 18

Is that just a prop?  Or did you ride your bike here?19

MR. SKINNER:  Actually that's the Mobike, which20

I guess are taking over from Capital Bikeshare.  So, that's21

the new way to --22

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So you rode over here on a23

Mobike and that's your helmet?24

MR. SKINNER:  That's my helmet.  No.25
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COMMISSIONER MAY:  Well, okay.  Well --1

MR. SKINNER:  I also -- I also noticed that you2

came by bike last time to this down here.3

COMMISSIONER MAY:  And I did tonight.  But --4

MR. SKINNER:  And I do appreciate -- I do5

appreciate it.6

MR. HELLMUTH:  He also lured me into using one of7

those bikes the other day.  And I'm not used to riding around8

in downtown D.C.9

So I immediately get on K Street and go under the10

tunnel on my way back to the office in Georgetown.  And I11

thought I was going to be dead.12

(Laughter)13

MR. HELLMUTH:  So, it's a great service.  But14

never go under the vehicular tunnel because of the traffic.15

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I would agree with that.  And16

also be very careful where you park your Mobike.  Because17

we're having real problems with them showing up in the wrong18

places.19

All right.  So anyway, I was just curious about20

that and whether it was like part of the presentation.  Or21

just, you know.22

Anyway, that's good.  I know the Chairman23

appreciates knowing how much you love riding around the city.24

So, the -- let's talk about the WMATA letter and25
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improvements.  If you could just talk a little bit more about1

how you see that playing out.2

Because, you know, we -- there were several3

mentions of it.  There was an early concept which just seemed4

kind of odd connecting into the exit ramp.5

Now the exit ramp's gone away.  And I assume6

that's because the exit ramp is going to go away with the7

South Capitol Street Bridge project.8

And now you have, you know, new and improved9

stuff.  And you did finally get a letter today of some level10

of support from WMATA.11

MR. RODIGER:  Right.12

COMMISSIONER MAY:  And I can understand.  I mean,13

they're, you know, they're a bureaucracy like the Park14

Service.15

So, they're not necessarily going to be jumping16

out in the forefront and saying --17

MR. RODIGER:  Right.18

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yea!  Let's go ahead and do19

this.  But, if you could talk a little bit more about where20

you see this going.21

And whether there's a -- it's -- is it -- I mean,22

are they willing and excited?  But it's just that you have23

to go through the process.24

Or are they voicing concerns about your proposal? 25
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Do they really love that ramp to nowhere?1

I mean, what's the deal?2

MR. RODIGER:  Right.  Just to take one step back. 3

It's not just WMATA, but we'll be working with Office of4

Planning and DDOT along with WMATA.  So it will be5

collaborative.6

We've been working with WMATA for about a year now7

on the improvements.  And updated, revised the plans a couple8

of times.9

They are -- we've conducted site visits with the10

WMATA staff.  So we put eyes on it with them.11

And they have been taking the proposed12

improvements through their internal screening process.  And13

so they're in support of the concept.14

But it needs to go through, fully through, vetted,15

through all the different departments.16

So, we have already started kind of the17

development construction process with a demolition18

application with WMATA.  It's a building that sits both on19

our property and WMATA's property.20

And we had a kick off meeting last week with21

getting a real estate permit.  Getting assigned a unique22

identifier number.23

Which will cover us through all the construction24

phases.  Including the proposed improvements.25
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So, I have to say that it will take time.  But we1

have to be patient working with WMATA and I see at the --2

before the stage two PUD is that we'll sign a formal MOU with3

them.4

MR. EPTING:  And we have been addressing this with5

the Office of Planning.  Because it has been one of their6

comments.7

And we discussed was that similar to the 14018

Pennsylvania Southeast PUD, which is Zoning Commission Case9

1512, the proffer would be that prior to the issuance of the10

C of O, the applicant shall complete construction of the11

WMATA improvements.12

So the onus is on us.  And that C of O would be13

at stage two for the residential project.14

So the onus is going to be on us to pull off that15

amenity.  Or come back to you with a notice of substantial16

proffer.17

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  So, is that the first18

of the stage twos?  The residential building?19

MR. EPTING:  The first residential building --20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I mean, you're going to phase21

this whole thing, right?22

MR. EPTING:  Yes.23

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Is it going to come with the24

stage two for the first project?  The first phase of -- I25
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want to know when.1

MR. EPTING:  Right.2

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Compared to everything else. 3

It's going to be the first one?4

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Yeah, it will be the first. 5

I mean, it may --6

COMMISSIONER MAY:  You're not going to  -- you're7

not going to be building --8

MR. SKINNER:  It's the first -- most --9

COMMISSIONER MAY:  And not --10

MR. SKINNER:  Most likely the residential will be11

the first.  But it's possible that like, I know Amazon12

decides to come to D.C.13

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right.14

MR. SKINNER:  Or like some other miracle happens,15

and an office building is first.  But whichever is the first,16

it will be the first.17

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So the first building is stage18

two?19

MR. EPTING:  Yeah.20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  Thank you.  I'm sorry,21

I was just like not asking very clearly.22

So, and the improvements, that's partially on23

Metro's property and partially in the 295 right-of-way?  Is24

that what that is?25
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MR. RODIGER:  Yeah.  There is right-of-way that1

would have to be part of the planning process.  Correct.2

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Across.  Okay.  And just to be3

clear, you're getting your height, your ability to go to 1304

feet is coming from the 295 right-of-way and the Suitland5

Parkway right-of-way?6

Is that where it's coming from?  Because it's not coming from7

Howard Road.  Which would only get you one hundred feet.8

MR. EPTING:  Yes.  Yes.9

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yeah.  Okay.  Or less.  I don't10

know.11

Okay.  The -- so what -- I mean, maybe I guess12

this is a question for the Office of Planning.  But I'm13

curious about the future development at Popular Point.14

Which has been an on and on, on again, off again,15

for 11 years now, almost.  And that, I mean, you are kind of16

making some very specific moves that have implications for17

what happens to the north.  Right?18

I mean, if you wind up with your north/south19

streets going the way they are set up that's going to have20

implications for what happens beyond it.21

I mean, I don't -- you can't really answer how22

that's going to be.  But I'm going to ask the Office of23

Planning of what they're thinking at this moment.24

Because I, you know, I'm deeply enmeshed in the25
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planning for Popular Point.  And have been for ten years.1

But I can't tell you want's going to happen there2

at this point.  Because it's been asleep for a long time.3

DOEE had comments in their report having to do4

with that, with what was happening on the north side of your5

projects that they were concerned about.6

Having the alley use and the potential that the7

wetland area there might remain in a future plan for Popular8

Point.  So I'm wondering if you have a reaction to that?9

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, I think the only reaction10

is that it's like sort of a little bit like your reaction in11

terms of the overall planning for Popular Point.  That it's,12

you know, looked to DMPED and Office of Planning on, you13

know, how that evolves and everything.14

I mean, we've explored lots of alternatives on15

how, you know, Popular Point might ultimately evolve.  I16

mean, and we've done our own planning exercises.17

But at some level, yes, I mean, we can't plan18

somebody else's land.  It's National Park Service.19

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right.20

MR. SKINNER:  And you know, ultimately D.C.21

Government land.22

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right.23

MR. SKINNER:  And I mean, there's some -- you24

know, some -- yeah, I mean, some people have sort of a25
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prioritization of, you know, what I'd call like an urban1

planning approach.  Some people have got, you know, a greater2

prioritization in terms of, you know, the environmental3

approach.4

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.5

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, that sort of -- and people6

talk about, oh, what does the District Want?  And, you know,7

the District doesn't speak with one voice with respect to8

that.9

You know, it depends who you speak to within the10

District.  So, we -- I mean, we are -- we are very, very11

supportive of something happening there.12

Because, you know, as it stands right now, we are13

a little bit of an island.  And any future development of14

Popular Point we think should be concentrated around the15

Metro, and around, you know, where we are.16

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  Right.17

MR. SKINNER:  But, we can't really, you know, --18

we can't do anything more then sort of set ourselves up.19

And we, -- yeah, we listen to what Office of20

Planning asks us to do in terms of the street grid.21

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right.22

MR. SKINNER:  To set ourselves up so that we were23

consistent with that.24

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right  Okay.25
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MR. HELLMUTH:  And just to add on, what we've done1

can be hooked onto or not hooked onto.  But how we have set2

up the cross streets is of a series of dimensions that are3

consistent with D.C. size development blocks.4

So that, you know, if it is a predictor of what5

happens in the future, we haven't done anything that's going6

to cause jumbo super blocks, or anything else.7

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  That's helpful.  The --8

well, staying on DOEE for a second, they had recommended that9

you go for storm water retention, 1.7 inches -- 1.7 inch rain10

event.11

And then be able to use that additional retention12

capability to sell storm water credits in the storm water13

credit trading system.  And I'm wondering if I didn't -- did14

you respond to that?15

And I haven't seen anything or heard anything. 16

But, I may have missed it.17

MR. EPTING:  I think on things like that, it's18

going to have to be stage two.  So that we know more19

specifically, you know, what the --20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So, I mean, the answer is that21

you're entertaining it.  But you're not ready to commit.22

MR. EPTING:  Yes.23

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  Well, that's --24

MR. EPTING:  Yeah.25
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COMMISSIONER MAY:  That's good.1

MR. EPTING:  Yeah.2

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  There were a couple of3

things that were in the -- that I had picked up in certain4

ways about DDOT's report.5

The recommendation for adding a signal on Howard6

Road and the private street, and did you address that7

already?  Sorry.8

MS. MILANOVICH:  Yes.  We've agreed.  So --9

COMMISSIONER MAY:  You've agreed to that.  Okay.10

MS. MILANOVICH:  We've agreed to that if it's11

warranted.12

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  Got it.13

MS. MILANOVICH:  We'll conduct the warrant stand14

and install it.15

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  Got it.  Got it.  And16

then an actual Bikeshare station?17

MS. MILANOVICH:  Yeah.  So we've agreed to that 18

We're envisioning one as part of the Metro station19

improvements.20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.21

MS. MILANOVICH:  But if not there, I think DDOT22

requested it be within a thousand feet of the development,23

so.24

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.  All right.  I think25
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that's it for my questions.  Thank you.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Thank you.  Commissioner2

Shapiro?3

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Thank you Mr. Chair.  So,4

a couple of points.  And one I'm going to pick up what5

Commissioner May was talking about regarding the DOEE's6

report.7

And I'm trying to get a sense of why you can't8

take some aspects of this up at this stage?  Because there9

are important issues for us, important issues for me.10

And I'm specifically thinking you don't mention11

anything around, or responses to DOEE's comments around solar12

panels on the roofs.  And so, if you can't commit to that13

now, why not?14

And what is your process with DOEE at this point?15

MR. SKINNER:  So, I mean, in terms of solar panels16

on the roof, I mean, I think our sort of perspective is that17

we have a big commitment to sustainability.18

And yeah, I think we think that, you know,19

technology changes pretty rapidly in this environment.  And20

as you know, the costs of, you know, solar panels have been21

like dropping 15, 20 percent a year.22

We think -- we hope that that continues.  But,23

yeah, at this stage we're not sure when the development is24

going to commence.25
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And we think that it's appropriate to, you know,1

consider that at stage two.2

MR. EPTING:  Yeah.  I think that's the same3

answer.  Until we really fully design the building and know4

exactly what the user is, it's going to be hard for us to5

fully commit to solar at this stage.6

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  I mean, I'm not quite sure7

I get that answer.  Because the building is the building.8

The way D.C. financing works, it is amongst the9

best financing in the country for solar.  So it's hard to10

imagine -- I mean, we've seen project after project that has11

made it work.12

And so it's hard for me to imagine at this stage13

of the process that -- it's not going to get any more -- to14

your point, it's not going to get any more expensive.15

And right now it's virtually free the way D.C. is16

with financing.17

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, can we take the current D.C.18

financing to the bank?  Or --19

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  I mean, I don't think you20

can -- I mean, you know, in your response to increased21

affordability, you're talking about you don't know where the22

market is going to be in three years or so.23

MR. SKINNER: Yes.24

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  And that's fair.25
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MR. SKINNER:  Yes.1

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  And that also, I think, is2

your question about rental versus condo.  You know, you don't3

quite know when the market's going to be.4

But on something like solar, we know where the5

market is right now.6

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.7

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  And we know the direction8

the market's going.  So that feels like low hanging fruit.9

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.10

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  So I'm curious -- I haven't11

heard this response before.  So that's why I'm a bit --12

stunned maybe too strong.13

But I'm certainly surprised by it.14

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  I mean, I think to be15

perfectly honest, we haven't -- we have not really focused16

in and fully evaluated it.17

So, and we don't know, you know, if this18

commitment is a major burden or not.  Or basically a minimal19

burden.20

So, it gives an opportunity perhaps to evaluate,21

you know, what we think the implication is.  And get back to22

you.23

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Okay.  Thank you.24

MR. SKINNER:  Is that?25
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COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Yes.  Thank you.  And I'm1

sure my fellow Commissioners will bring this up as well, but2

I did have that reaction around the response to increased3

affordability.4

Where, you know, you were clear it's difficult. 5

You certainly don't want to slow down the project.6

You're not clear how it's going to affect the7

financing.  The neighborhood isn't 14th Street.8

But you have a pro forma.  And you have9

projections.  And it's a proffer.  And so there are ways to10

look at the numbers to determine what will or won't work.11

And for instance, if you're not even quite clear12

whether it's going to be rental or condo.  That has a pretty13

substantial affect as well.14

So I, you know, I am looking for -- I'd like you15

to explore higher affordability.  I'm going to leave it at16

that.17

But I'm putting it out there.  When I look at the18

size of this project, and it's a very exciting project.  And19

has the potential to be quite transformative.20

But given its size, you know, I think we want to21

make sure that the benefits are commensurate with the size22

of the project.23

Thank you, Mr. Chair.24

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you.  Commissioner Turnbull,25
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do you have any questions or comments?1

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Sure, Mr. Chair.  Just a2

minute.  Thank you for your presentation tonight.3

And I would agree with Commissioner Shapiro.  This4

will be a transformative project, PUD.5

And I guess my only -- I guess one of the things6

that -- one of the things that concerns me is, and again,7

it's not necessarily your plan.  But it's the overall plan8

that I'm looking at.9

This is transformative.  And that's going to be10

a new sense of place.  There's a new -- you're building on11

vacant ground.12

You're building in a -- but, and you always show13

this beautiful view of looking at the Capitol.  And my only14

question is, when you get to the end at that terminus, not15

the Capitol terminus, but the other end, there ought to be16

something as transformative or aspiring at that end.17

So the people who live there have this, this is18

part of the new city.  This is part of the existing city.19

And to me, I'm looking at the plan right now, and20

again, you don't have any control in some way about this. 21

But, there seems to fall short of the building.22

The street just simply looks down on it.  And rams23

into a gray building.  Which is in the future.24

And I guess what disturbs me is a sense of place. 25
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And maybe the Office of Planning has more of a vision of what1

this could be.2

But, I'm just concerned that you're building a --3

I don't want this to be Crystal City.  And what I'm concerned4

about is when you get to this point.5

You have the city.  This part of the city reflects6

the glory of what's the other party of the city.7

And I sometimes miss that the architectural char8

-- there's something missing in this as far as an urban9

context.  And I wish I could erase something and make a10

little circle.11

Do something down there that would create this12

terminus at the end of this great project that would be13

exciting for what's going to happen here.14

And I don't know how to do that.  And I'm just15

concerned that what is going to be a visionary development,16

may fall a little short from the sense of the urban planning17

with the sense of the city and the magnificence of the city.18

So I'm not sure how we capture that.  But it's --19

part of that is not in your bailiwick.  But, so I'm just20

throwing that out there.21

MR. HELLMUTH:  Well first, I personally completely22

share this issue with you.  And it's -- the problem is, it's23

trying to figure the place for that to occur, if there's more24

development is not right on Howard Road, but a block from it.25
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Where there's a collection of stuff.  And you can1

have a circle or there are all sorts of things you can do.2

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Right.3

MR. HELLMUTH:  If we do something on one of the4

buildings now that receives that view, it precludes the5

ability to do what I think is the proper response, which is6

a proper space, a piece of park that connects to the overall7

park.8

Which could really be beautifully put together9

between the wetland park and the more formal piece of it. 10

And so forth.11

But it's certainly something that we'd love to12

have input on.13

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Yes.  I'm just concerned14

that there's this great opportunity.  And that this15

opportunity may fall a little bit short of some of the great16

expectations that it could get.17

I mean, I think this could be a really elegant,18

urban space in counterpart to the rest of the city.  But it19

should also reflect some of the same dynamism that was there20

before.21

And so I wish I could -- I just see so much22

opportunity.  And I just hope that this carries forward as23

we go.24

The street to the north, it will be a private25
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alley temporarily, I'm assuming?1

MR. HELLMUTH:  It will be a private street.2

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  It will be a private3

street.4

MR. HELLMUTH:  Yes.5

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  And then when later6

development comes --7

MR. HELLMUTH:  This one right along here.8

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  That's correct.9

MR. HELLMUTH:  Yes.10

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  So that will then become11

a public street at some point in the future?  Or how do you12

see that?13

MR. EPTING:  It will be -- it'll serve as an14

easement.15

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  It will serve as an16

easement.  So, the next property owner you'll be splitting17

easements to create a private street then with the next18

owner?19

MR. HELLMUTH:  Or a mid-block alley.  I think is20

the more likely.  As opposed to a street --21

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  A street.22

MR. HELLMUTH:  With proper frontage, it would be23

a service piece in between a larger square block.24

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Okay.  I guess the only25
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other thing then is, the residential building, again, looking1

at the street patterns and grids and growth, and setting up2

vistas, the residential building has a line, a little hyphen3

that connects between the two buildings.4

Which sort of would take away the vista going down5

the north side streets.  Do you see that as an issue for the6

future development?7

I mean, we've been trying to get a lot of federal8

buildings to get rid of the building over the streets.  To9

open it up to the views in Washington.  I mean, I think we've10

found that a lot of them are not the most exciting buildings11

to have.12

But so, by building over your -- over this little13

street now, do you see yourself as creating an issue in the14

future for any vista looking north/south?15

MR. HELLMUTH:  Given the height of that, which is,16

you know, essentially three or four stories high, so you have17

the vista through, I don't see that as a huge problem.18

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Okay.  It's something to19

think about.20

MR. HELLMUTH:  Yes.  Yes.21

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  It's just, I mean, we22

always like to see the vistas of the streets and the people23

on the streets get to see -- get to look north/south.24

And I just -- I just want you to think about that25
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then for a while.1

MR. EPTING:  And actually a set down. One of the2

comments we got was that we just had a smaller connection.3

And we were actually told to at least look at4

making it a more substantial connection.5

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Yes.  Well, you've got6

five different Commissioners.  You've got five different7

lines of thought, so.8

MR. EPTING:  I understand.  I'm just --9

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Or six.10

MR. EPTING:  I'm just telling you how we got to11

where we are.12

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Well, I know. But again,13

I think there's a lot of potential here.  I think as you go14

forward into the second stage and you start looking at the15

buildings, I think if you keep to what you're saying about16

the articulation of the street and that, I think it will be17

good.18

Because I think what I'm concerned about is again,19

I don't want the Crystal City affect with tall buildings,20

monumental buildings.  I think this has to be very pedestrian21

oriented.22

I think you want to make this a lively place for23

people to want to go to.  And so place making is going to be24

very critical, I think, in this sense.25
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So, but thank you again for your presentation.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you Mr. Turnbull.  Vice2

Chair Miller?3

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Thank you Mr. Chairman.  And4

thank you for your presentation.5

And thank you for all the responses --6

responsiveness to the comments of the ANC, the Office of7

Planning, DDOT, the Zoning Commission.  There's been a lot8

of positive responsiveness to concerns or comments expressed9

previously.10

So on the -- and I share -- I share, I think,11

virtually all the comments that my colleagues have made.  So,12

even though Commissioner Turnbull said there are five13

different Commissioners based on the comments thus far, you14

know, we all have different views.15

I actually share all the comments made so -- thus16

far.  Including your idea of making this transformational17

project, this whole area somehow a little bit more special.18

I don't know how you -- and I don't know how you19

do that either.  But, on the inclusionary zoning, so you're20

-- you're doing a  greater set aside then the minimum that's21

required.22

You're doing 10 percent as opposed to the eight23

percent, I think.  Although the Office of Planning would like24

you to do 12 percent.25
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You're doing 60 percent AMI, which is an1

improvement from your blended 65 percent AMI which was in the2

original application.  Which now is the minimum for -- or the3

maximum AMI for rental.4

And if you did condos at 60 percent AMI you'd5

actually be at a deeper level of affordability then what we6

now require at 80 percent AMI.  But you don't know at this7

point, do you think it's going to be a mix of condominiums8

and rentals?9

Or, you have no -- you have no idea?10

MR. SKINNER:  I think it's too early to say, to11

be perfectly honest.12

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  And then you're doing -- I13

think I saw in the latest submission that you're doing all14

the affordable set aside at three bedroom units?15

Or is that -- is that some --16

MR. SKINNER:  Let me say the following to that. 17

We were given some advice that we should have a -- you know,18

there was a strong demand for a lot of three bedrooms.  And19

you can see three bedrooms.20

So, we moved in that direction.  I think the21

feedback subsequently is, you know, we went from one extreme22

to another extreme.23

So, I mean, we can be very flexible in terms of,24

I mean, perhaps the feedback is, you know, that should25
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perhaps be a third three bedrooms, a third two bedrooms, a1

third one bedroom.2

Yes, that's something that we don't -- you know,3

we can be quite flexible on, so.4

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  So that feedback was from the5

Office of Planning or from the community?6

MR. SKINNER:  Primarily Office of Planning.7

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Because we -- I mean, we hear8

from communities all across the city about the need for --9

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.10

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Larger family size. 11

Affordable housing, more affordable.  We need affordable12

housing at all.13

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.14

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  At all AMI -- at all income15

levels that we need market rate housing at all income levels16

with greater supply.17

But -- and this project certainly will go a long18

way toward meeting that goal.  What is the proportion of the19

size of the remainder of the -- of the residential units in20

terms of one bedrooms, two bedrooms, three bedrooms, studios?21

MR. RODIGER:  Yes, so we, you know, just looking22

at averages for unit types, there's of course ranges.  But,23

they typically go up around two hundred square feet per unit24

type.25
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So, --1

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  But do you have like -- is it2

a third, a third, a third?  Or like you -- or in terms of --3

MR. RODIGER:  The overall mix --4

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  One bedroom, two bedroom,5

three bedroom, studios?  I guess that's four things.6

MR. RODIGER:  Right now our overall unit mix is --7

it's on page 37, the one I'm looking at.  It's 10 percent8

three bedrooms, 20 percent two bedrooms, 50 percent one9

bedroom, and studio ones, 20 percent.10

So that's in the development summary.  That's the11

overall unit mix proposed today.12

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  And so you had originally13

proposed in response to the Office of Planning comments, you14

do all three bedrooms.  And I think that was, personally, a15

good direction.16

They think you may have gone too far.  And you're17

now saying you think that it might be a third of one bedroom,18

a third two bedroom, and a third -- of the satisfied --19

MR. SKINNER:  On the IZs.  On the IZs from --20

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Only on the IZs.21

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  And we looked -- and we can,22

you know, commit to a minimum proportion of three bedrooms23

if that, you know, we're quite flexible on this.24

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Yes.25
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MR. SKINNER:  You know, you tell us what you want1

and we'll have the two of you balance.2

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Yes, but I was going to say3

that -- in response -- if it's going to be different then the4

proportion of the remainder of the non-set aside units,5

you're probably going to need to ask for some kind of6

exemption or request.7

So you're probably going to have to include it in8

your application.  You probably know that.9

MR. EPTING:  Right.  So what we heard from the10

Office of Planning today was that DHCD thought we doing too11

many three bedrooms.12

And what we heard was to do maybe one half or one13

third of the units as three bedroom.  And the rest the normal14

mix of units the way you would do it otherwise.15

So, proportioned to everything else.  So that's16

how we propose to do it.  But if you want a third or one half17

the three bedrooms, that's fine with us.18

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Okay.  Well, we'll just need19

to have by final a set amount.20

MR. EPTING:  Yes.21

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  I personally will hear from22

my colleagues.  I think the greater amount of three bedrooms23

is -- fulfills a need that would be, so the one third to one24

half and going toward the high end of that would be better25
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just from my own personal view.1

But, it's good to have -- we need affordable, as2

I said, at all sizes and at all income levels.3

So, on the Metro improvements, well on all of the4

public benefits and amenities, we'll need by final.  Maybe5

I'm getting ahead of where we are.6

But, we'll need some kind of guesstimated7

quantification of the dollar amount of those amenities and8

benefits, including the WMATA improvements.  And realize9

that's still in negotiation with WMATA and DDOT.10

Or is it just WMATA right now?  Is the Capital11

Bikeshare though as part of what you're proffering to put on12

the WMATA property?13

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Yes.14

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Yes.15

MR. SKINNER:  And I mean, and we also wonder16

whether like the orange and the yellow bikes may, you know,17

take over the city.  So, it's subject toward the teething18

problems they have with where they're left and everything19

like that.20

But, whatever is appropriate in terms of21

bikeshare, we're big advocates and, you know, fans of that.22

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Right.  And the 52 thousand23

square feet of retail, how much of that is in the phase one24

first residential building?  I guess that's C.25
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And what do you envision for the overall retail? 1

Is Ward 8 going to get a quality food store?  Or a sit down2

restaurant?3

MR. SKINNER:  So --4

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  I mean, they obviously you5

need residents there to --6

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Yes.7

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  And the office workers there8

to --9

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  No, they're -- I mean, look --10

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  To patronize it.11

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, I think our expectation is12

that it's a, you know, obviously coffee shops, you know,13

banks.  And then, you know, fast casual, whether it's a, you14

know, lunch time places serving the office, you know, the15

office market, and sit down evening restaurants as well.16

In terms of the makeup, I think it's about, you17

know, about 10 thousand square feet is in the first18

residential building.19

In terms of the timing, I mean, the -- and you20

know, as I mentioned in my remarks, we do have three, you21

know, prospects for very significant office use.  But, one22

can't count on that.23

So, you know, I mean, it's --24

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  You mean it's the SEC, the25
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Amazon Headquarters.  And what was the third one?1

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  And the Department of Labor. 2

We were short listed for, you know, Department of Labor3

Headquarters.4

And a year ago there was an election and, you5

know, it changed -- a federal election and that, you know,6

changed that process.7

So, I mean, that -- you know, in line with the FBI8

it was, you know, done as an exchange initially.9

Yes, we think that there's some prospects that10

that gets restarted.  Because, you know, the building that's11

just here is, you know, past it's useful life.12

And so, you know, they do need to find somewhere13

else to go.  So, anyway, well, I mean --14

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Right.15

MR. SKINNER:  If it's not one of those three, it16

could be, you know, anything else.  If you'd asked us 1517

months ago, you know, we wouldn't have had any of those as18

our -- as prospects then.19

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  And your project alone has20

enough office square footage for that Amazon facility?21

MR. SKINNER:  No.  So, for Amazon -- I mean,22

Amazon -- we have about 1.6 million square feet.  So Amazon23

was looking over a, you know, 10 year period for eight24

million square feet.25
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VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Right.1

MR. SKINNER:  So, the submission with the District2

incorporated, it was basically both sides of the river.  So,3

we put together like 16 million square feet of total density.4

Which included our land.  It included Popular5

Point.  I mean, the District sort of threw that in.6

It included Forest City and the Yards.  And it7

included a number of projects over on Buzzard Point.  So, you8

know, acreage just south of the soccer stadium as well.  And9

a couple of other smaller land owners.10

So I mean, you know, it -- one doesn't want to11

hold eight million square feet sort of off the market12

forever.  And obviously in  terms of creating a sense of13

place and stuff, you know, you don't want eight million14

square feet of office on its own.15

So the notion was that if we had 16 million square16

feet, we could have, you know, half office and half, you17

know, residential/retail.  Or other office uses as well.18

So, and yes.  And you know, a part of our vision19

is connecting both sides of the river.  So, you know, we have20

under various plans, new water taxies that run back and forth21

across the river from, you know, the, you know, a stop that's22

just south of the ballpark, just coming right over here.23

So, you know, we definitely -- we need something24

to be happening over on Popular Point to create the full25
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vision.  But, you know, this is the starting point for it.1

MR. HELLMUTH:  And I keep pointing out to anyone2

who will ask that there's only one place where Bezos owns a3

20 million-dollar house.  Which ups the chances dramatically.4

I don't know whether enough.  But --5

MR. SKINNER:  And a newspaper.6

MR. HELLMUTH:  And a newspaper.7

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  The other Washington, right? 8

Oh, this Washington?9

Just two last questions.  And now I only remember10

one of them.11

So I know that you -- I recognize that you need --12

I think you had asked for flexibility on the phasing, but do13

we have any idea of the timing of what's -- and you have a --14

one of the renderings shows what's in phase one, phase two,15

phase three.16

Can -- at some point before final, can we get some17

sense of what the range is of years for each of those phases?18

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, I think we can say with sort19

of -- we know the sequencing on the residential.  So, I mean,20

the residential building closest to the Metro would be the21

first residential.22

And then the, you know, the one in the middle of23

the block would be the second residential building.  So, we24

can say with a lot of certainty the sequencing of the two25
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residential buildings, I mean, as you know, you know, the1

office market is, you know, it's -- I mean, we're quite2

unusual coming before you with a project that is two-thirds3

office, one-third residential.4

But we're also, you know, pretty unique in terms5

of being within the central employment area.  And having, you6

know, such a large amount of potential office use.7

So, the -- yes, we do think, you know, Amazon --8

you know, with Amazon aside or you know, there's possible9

other large like tech company headquarters.10

Or even, you know, we have had some very, very11

preliminary conversations with, you know, large -- another12

large global company around our presence here.13

But we think probably the most likely is a federal14

use that is, you know, where there's very limited number of15

other alternative locations.  And we can be quite competitive16

in that regard.17

And so I'm not giving you a very specific answer. 18

But what I'm saying is that these things come along from time19

to time.20

And we think we can be very, very competitive when21

they do come along.22

MR. EPTING:  So, after today we'll submit a phase23

plan for you.24

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Okay.  That would be great. 25
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Thank you.  So just yes.  Okay.  Great.1

The -- so back to the IZ.  So we'll meet together2

and nail that down by the time we get to final, if we get to3

final.4

I don't want to prejudge.  But, I think we'll get5

-- I think we'll get to final.6

There's also occupiable penthouse space on the7

office, right?  So we need -- I mean, we need -- and maybe8

you have it somewhere in the submission, a quantification of9

what -- and that is required to be at 50 percent AMI.10

So we'll need some quantification of that.  And11

where all this is going to be.  I don't know if we have a12

rendering that shows the -- of course if you don't know the13

mix, we'll need that but -- we'll need that and where exactly14

in the residential it's going to be.15

And the regulations require it to be roughly16

proportional to the non-affordable in terms of location and17

that kind of thing.  And size.18

But, if you go for a higher size, you can just ask19

for, you know, the appropriate exemption from that.20

Last question.  So is there recreational, any21

recreational space there?  I see there's all that green roof.22

Do residents have access to the roof?23

MR. RODIGER:  Yes.  The plan is to amenities the24

roof tops and activate those with different amenities.  Both25
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for the office and the residential for all five buildings.1

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  And is there anything on the2

-- in terms of ground floor or courtyard?  In terms of green3

space?  Or --4

MR. RODIGER:  For both.  For both.  So, if we can5

-- if we can --6

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Yes.  If we can get a7

quantification of that as well.8

MR. RODIGER:  Yes.  Sure.9

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  I mean, you have a lot of park10

land obviously there right now, and behind you.  But it's11

presumably it's not going to be there forever.12

MR. HELLMUTH:  But also the spectacular event here13

are the views from those roofs.  If you've ever -- you know,14

when you go to that site and you just can't believe how15

beautiful looking at the hills and the river and the park,16

and all of that.17

And you know, to many people who are there for the18

very first time, you know, it's a Washington they don't --19

they've never seen.  And they didn't know how beautiful it20

was.21

And to get the ability to get up high and have the22

view over all that will be pretty special.23

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  So you think on any of the24

office that occupiable space might be a restaurant at some25
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point?  That the -- perhaps the rest of the public --1

MR. HELLMUTH:  Probably not a restaurant --2

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Might be able to get to.  And3

that might require other -- incentive would require other4

reviews.5

MR. HELLMUTH:  Yes.  Yes.6

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Even by -- seem to be --7

MR. HELLMUTH:  Restaurants are tough up high. 8

They're just tough to make work economically.9

But certainly space is within -- you know, every10

building we're doing now has a whole life up on the rooftop.11

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So we'll12

look for the quantification of the parks and recreation open13

space.14

Thank you Mr. Chairman.  Thank you for your15

presentation.16

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Well, I see the enthusiasm. 17

I see a lot of enthusiasm as you talk about this project.18

And I realize this is the first stage.  But I want19

to really piggyback and get on the side with my colleague to20

my right, Vice -- excuse me, Commissioner Shapiro about the21

solar panels.22

While I know this is the first stage, let's look23

and see what we can do.  Because I don't want to short change24

this area like any other area in the city.25
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We have done solar panels.  So to his credit, he1

has pushed that all over the city.  And now he's got all of2

us on it, including myself.3

And I want to make sure that we do it across the4

board.  Not just in certain area, but across the board.5

So but I appreciate.  I can tell when you're6

presenting your enthusiasm about this project.  So we'll see7

how we move forward.8

My standard question, and this is something if you9

look back in the past couple of weeks, I've been starting to10

ask this quite a bit.  Who from your neighborhood -- from11

your development team is from the neighborhood?12

Somebody raised their hand.  So you must have13

brought them with you.14

(Off-microphone comment)15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Oh, okay.  Yes.  Wait, hold on Ms.16

Cuthbert.  Ms. Cuthbert, they were answering my question.17

So, I saw the hands.  So they're on your18

development team?19

(Off-microphone comment)20

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Okay.  No.  I want you to21

tell me, they're on your development team.22

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Yes.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Did you see at other hearings that24

I had when nobody did that?25
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MR. SKINNER:  I didn't see those.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  You all are stealing my thunder. 2

I don't like that.3

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.4

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I like to be able to go on.  And5

I have some more after I ask that.  But obviously you all6

have accomplished that.7

So the whole issue of my next question was going8

to be, I think it was mentioned, not jobs, but careers.  Kind9

of expound on that to me.10

How are we making sure that after construction11

jobs are over and done with, that we're having meaningful and12

gainful employment, and careers.  Because I like that quote.13

And I wrote it down.  And I think the gentleman14

to my right, you mentioned it, not just jobs, but careers. 15

I think it was you that mentioned that.16

So you're going to expound upon that for me.17

MR. DUBLIN:  Yes, sir.  My name is Louis Dublin. 18

And I filled out the witness form as well.  I'm a partner of19

Tom's.20

And one of the great things I get to do is spend21

a lot of my time in workforce development.  I'm a developer22

like Tom.23

But workforce development is essential.  And part24

of what we do and what we are doing currently, even before25
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we start building something of this magnitude, we are blessed1

to have properties throughout the region.2

And our way of doing workforce development in the3

District is a little different.  Instead of talking about all4

the training and all the rest, many great training programs,5

et cetera, what we're doing is literally looking for those6

companies, those individuals, those guilds.7

You'll probably hear from some of the guilds8

today, you know, labor guilds, et cetera, that are good, that9

are based in the ward.  We believe there's capacity to do an10

awful lot of stuff.11

Not just local sourcing with the public deals, but12

on the private side.  So we go out and we have projects13

around the region.14

It's not just the District.  We take those local15

Ward 8 business and say okay, we've got a project in northern16

Virginia, wherever it is.  Before we're even building this,17

say go out, bid it.18

If you're close to bidding, the only break we're19

really going to give you with your labor is maybe you can't20

meet, you're a smaller company, the bonding requirements. 21

We're going to give you a break.22

That's what we're doing.  So we're not talking the23

talk about training and all.  We're putting people to work24

right now.25
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And we're doing it all over the region.  And what1

it's doing is, it's really helping us to build capacity in2

neighborhoods.3

And it's helping us very, very much to understand4

who's capable of performing.  In the community itself, the5

business community itself is self-policing it.6

Because they don't want someone who's not7

performing to give a bad reputation or have us pull back. 8

So we're all in.9

And I think you'll hear about some of that today10

from some of the testimony.  A lot of our friends wanted to11

come tonight.12

So, a number of them are here.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  And let me ask, is this14

memorialized in our submission somewhere?  If it's not, I'd15

like to get it.16

Because I'd like to use that in other cases that17

I have down here.  I actually like the whole concept.18

I just need to make sure that I have it nailed19

down.  So that when I present it to other developers and20

applicants, I will understand exactly how it's working.21

I want to see -- I'll use this is the model.  But22

I'd like to get that memorialized.23

MR. SKINNER:  Sure.  Okay.24

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right.  I'd love too.  Okay. 25
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Well after that, I don't really have --1

MR. SKINNER:  Do you have any like tomorrow's Ward2

8 works.  And I mean --3

MR. DUBLIN:  I mean, we're very, very active with4

the council member.  And I'd say every two weeks now within5

the Ward, there's a lot of excitement.6

There's a lot of capacity building.  And we're at7

the forefront with the council member both in Ward 7 and Ward8

8, making sure that the local community, the labor guilds,9

the companies, because it's not just the companies, it's also10

labor.11

If you're a carpenter, if you're a plumber, you12

know, you want the opportunities.  And it's not just a little13

microcosm of 75 thousand people in the Ward, you've got a14

bigger region.15

So, that's really been the approach.  Andre Banks16

at Forest City's been doing a great job for Forest City down17

at the Yards.18

We've been learning from the best practices of19

people within the -- within our industry on the development20

side.  And we've been implementing it.21

And I think we've been doing so successfully.  And22

we would love to write this up for you.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I really appreciate it.  So let24

me make sure I understand it.25
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You all are getting the labor from 7 and 8.  And1

you're taking them and not just using them here in the2

District of Columbia, you're using them DMV or wherever.3

MR. DUBLIN:  Yes, sir.4

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Okay.  And helping them5

out.  That's great.6

MR. DUBLIN:  Yes, sir.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I really need that memorialized. 8

Because I will push that.9

MR. DUBLIN:  And the big trick to the whole thing10

is, you may not be able to meet -- if you have a five11

million-dollar bonding or some very high bonding capacity,12

which is the problem with a lot of the federal projects.13

They're just not going to have a chance.  So,14

you've got to get to know the community.15

Who are you going to give a break to without the16

big bond that you're used to getting from the larger17

companies.  And that's where the leap of faith is a little18

bit.19

Where it has to happen.20

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Well, I'm not going to ask21

any more questions after that.  Because I want you all to22

have time to memorialize that for me.  Because I need that.23

Okay?  All right.  Any more questions up here? 24

Commissioner May?25
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COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes, sorry.  A couple I should1

have asked before.  One is at the end of the block, so in the2

image that we're looking at here, the upper left corner,3

where your property ends.4

Is all that land just -- that's just part of the5

right-of-way?  There's not an intervening property or6

anything like that, right?7

MR. SKINNER:  No.8

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So, in the future when the9

South Capitol Street Bridge project is done, is your -- the10

face you're building going to come any closer to the street? 11

Or is it going to -- the street going to be more or less12

where it is?13

MR. SKINNER:  So it's going to be where it is.14

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  Okay.15

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Oh, wait, I mean, on the south16

side we've already given up some of our property to DDOT --17

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.18

MR. SKINNER:  For the -- you know, for the new19

bridge.20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  For the new bridge.21

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  Yes, for the off ramp.22

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I mean, just because it just --23

you're set back from the street in a way that's not a very24

urban kind of setting.25
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And then all of a sudden it's just, you know 1301

foot buildings.2

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, yes.3

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So, and it's not likely that4

it's going to wind up being developed because it feels like5

it's too small anyway.6

But, hopefully in the future, well, whatever7

happens with the South Capitol Project, they could make it8

into a nice space that will be a complement to your9

development.10

MR. SKINNER:  I mean, yes.  I mean, we sort of11

wonder whether there is an opportunity for like just a minor,12

just a single story retail there or something like that as13

an entrance to the property.14

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  Yes.15

MR. SKINNER:  Or some sort of announcement, but.16

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Or maybe -- may --17

MR. SKINNER:  Two or three story thing, yes.18

MR. EPTING:  But steps are -- yes.  Then, all19

right, yes.20

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  I think that might be a21

bit of a challenge.  But, you know, you could conceivably be22

talking to DDOT about making improvements to that space --23

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.24

COMMISSIONER MAY:  That would benefit your25
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development and address some of the concerns that you've1

heard tonight, --2

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.3

COMMISSIONER MAY:  About the lack of outdoor, you4

know, ground level space.5

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.6

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Park space.7

MR. SKINNER:  Yes.  I think -- yes.  We're trying8

to take it one step at a time with DDOT.9

So the first thing is the, you know, the WMATA10

road.11

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Sure.12

MR. SKINNER:  That, you know, they're going to13

give up.14

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I understand.  I wouldn't give15

up on it though.16

Then the other thing is that I know you've had17

conversations with the Park Service.  I'm not privy to those18

conversations.19

But, I'm wondering if there are any particular20

issues that the -- either the Park staff or the Regional21

staff have raised with you that are a concern at this moment?22

MR. SKINNER:  No.  No issues.23

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Okay.24

MR. SKINNER:  They have expressed excitement about25
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the project.  And also have, you know, shared their concept1

of like, we'd like something to happen on the board of2

Popular Point as well.3

Which, you know, recurring theme.4

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right.  Yes, I think we'd all5

like that.6

Yes, I mean, the only thing I do say to them when7

projects like this come up is that if you have concerns, that8

they need to speak to the developer.  And they need to come9

and address the Zoning Commission in this forum.10

And I don't see anything in the record complaining11

about it.  So I assume that's a very positive thing.12

But there's also not, I mean, this is an unusual13

circumstance because we're basically stewards for land that14

will eventually become District land.  So, it's a little15

different.16

MR. SKINNER:  The one thing, I mean, this happened17

quite a while back, but the, you know, part of the whole18

submission is we're, you know, closing an alley here.19

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.20

MR. SKINNER:  And we, you know, worked with the21

Park Service.  So, you know, if you see the kind of odd shape22

of the alley behind the project that's because, you know, the23

other part is Park Service.24

So I mean, it's sort of, you know, we get half,25
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they get half.  And that's --1

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  We've been down that2

road.3

MR. SKINNER:  That's it.  But yes, we worked very4

well with the Park Service.  And we got, even though there's5

bureaucracy, we got, you know, we got support on the alley6

closing.7

I think when we pointed out that the alley was8

basically used to -- by people to like dump illegally on Park9

Service land.  They appreciated that we were trying to close10

it.11

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yes.  Good.  All right. 12

Thanks.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Any other questions up here? 14

Okay.  Let's go to cross examination.  Ms. Cuthbert, you have15

any cross of what you just heard?  Any cross?16

(No response)17

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  And Commissioner Fuller, do you18

have any cross as well?  So both of you all can come to the19

table.  If you have any cross.20

Not your test -- this is not your testimony, but21

cross examination of anything you've heard.22

(Off-microphone comment)23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Ms. Cuthbert -- come to the table,24

Ms. Cuthbert.  Come on now, Ms. Cuthbert.25
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Do you -- is it -- do you have cross for the1

applicant?  Or do you want to respond to something I asked? 2

I mean, can do -- well, why don't we do that.  So3

you have a question for me?  So, why don't we do that when4

you come up to testify.5

MS. CUTHBERT:  Okay.6

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I tell you what, just hold your7

seat since you're there.  I was look -- when I saw you come8

in, I was looking forward to this tonight.9

So just hold your seat.  Do you have a question10

of the applicants?11

MS. FULLER:  Good evening, my name is Greta12

Fuller.  I'm representing ANC 8A.13

There was a question about the green roofs and14

about the affordable housing.  And they're doing more then15

what they're required to do.16

And I'm trying to make sure you guys said that you17

were doing three unit residents.  And I believe it was Mr.18

Turnbull who asked something about -- or it was Mr. Miller,19

I can't remember which one of you said it.20

But it was something about for the residents.  And21

I'm thinking about children that may live in this area if you22

have three bedroom units.23

And where are the playgrounds?  Or how are the24

children going to intermix with a development like this?25
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Because I've been to Nats Yard, and I know that1

it's a lot of concrete.  But they also have an area like a2

water area.3

And they have a bridge and actually some green4

space that's down near the water for the children.  And even5

a garden for them to walk in.  Even if you're an adult or a6

child.7

So, I wasn't quite sure if I saw all of that in8

your development.  Can you help me understand where that9

would be.10

MR. RODIGER:  That's a good question.  And we11

discussed that a couple of weeks ago.12

So, we have a real opportunity working with WMATA13

to create a pocket park that would be adjacent to our first14

residential phase.  And we talked about doing as part of the15

street scape, the paving is to do a little splash park.16

Which they do at a lot of the park and recs.  In17

fact a block away from me there's a park that has a splash18

park.19

So, and a I've done a couple in the past.  So,20

that's an obvious opportunity to program the space for21

children in that community park.22

And then on the other side with the DDOT right-of-23

way, with that land there's also another opportunity to24

program that for something to bring people together.25
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And those are two public spaces to actually1

accommodate families and children.  Which is really2

important.3

In the buildings themselves, that's easily done4

to program play areas for children.  You know, potentially5

having daycare, which we talked about in our project.6

So that's come up many times.  So, I think there's7

a lot of opportunities moving forward to do that.8

MS. FULLER:  Yes.  I just wanted to get that into9

the record.  Because that was some of the things that some10

of my constituents were asking about.11

And as I see the new wharf that's built, and I'm12

not sure it's really built for more then single people. 13

Because when I saw the -- it's a beautiful site if you like14

pavers and no grass.15

But, when I saw the little area for the children,16

it's almost on the main pathway.  So, I wanted to make sure17

that we had grass or something for the children, even for18

adults, you know, when they're outside with their kids.19

And I'm still -- and I'd like us to really work20

that through.  And work it through with WMATA as well.21

Because a lot of places in D.C., they come up with22

splash parks.  And I'm not quite sure, are you talking about23

where the water comes up?24

Or are you talking about the wading pool?  Does25
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that Nat at the Navy Yard.  But I'd like us to also be more1

creative and have something else that is exclusive to this2

area.3

That's a little bit different then just a splash4

park.  I do like the idea.  But I'd like us to get together5

and try to work together and see if we can come with6

something.7

For instance, and I'm not saying this is a theme,8

but what about a rock climbing wall?  Or some type of9

exercise?10

Just something a little more exclusive to this11

particular property.  Instead of us just kind of mimicking12

other properties.13

And I think someone said something, this feels a14

-- we don't want this to be Crystal City.  I used to work in15

Crystal City in the '80s.16

And then in the '90s or early 2000s, it went dead17

when the Navy went away, you know.  So we want this to really18

be a residential and an office space that speaks to the19

community.20

And that is an extension of where I live, historic21

Anacostia.  That you would want to walk out of historic22

Anacostia or Anacostia park into this particular area and23

feel like, you know, you're at home as you're walking to the24

Nats Stadium.25
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Thank you.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Ms. Cuthbert, since you're at the2

table, let me go ahead and field your question.  Then you can3

come back up and give your testimony.4

You're going to ask me a question, right?5

MS. CUTHBERT:  No.6

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Oh, you're going to respond to a7

question.8

MS. CUTHBERT:  No.  I'm asking, you asked the9

question, how many live in Ward 810

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Yes.  I live in the neighborhood.11

MS. CUTHBERT:  Or did you -- you said live.12

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  No.  What I said was, who on your13

development team was from the neighborhood.  Right.14

MS. CUTHBERT:  Live -- right.15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  That's my standard question.16

MS. CUTHBERT:  And these gentlemen raised their17

hands.18

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I saw about three or four hands.19

MS. CUTHBERT:  They were on the team.  But they20

do not live in Ward 8.  They used to.  Just like I used to21

live in New York.22

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Well, I'll tell you this, that's23

closer then what I've been getting out here.  So, I mean, I24

see your -- people raising their hand.25
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So, we'll clarify that.  Are they testifying?  Did1

they sign up to testify?2

Okay.  So, we'll hear from them.  So thank you for3

the clarification.4

MS. CUTHBERT:  Thank you.5

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  And the correction.  Because6

that's actually very important, Ms. Cuthbert that I know7

that.  Okay.8

All right.  Thank you.  Thank you all.  We'll call9

you back up when we get ready for you.10

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Mr. Chair, --11

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Yes?12

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  I just wonder if the13

applicant could maybe expound a little bit more on14

Commissioner Fuller's question.15

There was a couple of things you mentioned about16

public space that could be developed.  But, that's not really17

you're not proffering to develop that.18

But are you proffering the WMATA?  Is that part19

of the project?20

MR. RODIGER:  Conceptually we programed the pocket21

park.  But it's very conceptual.22

We haven't, you know, put in passive or23

recreational uses.24

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Okay.25
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MR. RODIGER:  There's opportunities to do both.1

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  Well, here's my -- here's2

-- I mean, I think Commissioner Fuller's brought up a good3

point.4

I mean, the recreation space in this area and5

developing it in a residential, I think I would like to see6

a little bit more fleshed out possibilities or options that7

you actually foresee that could be proffered as part of the8

development.9

I think it's a very worthwhile question.  And I10

think it's something that when you -- when I think as she11

said, when you look at the plans, you really don't see that12

really described or identified anywhere.13

So if you could maybe expound upon that, I would14

appreciate that.15

MR. RODIGER:  Sure.16

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  And I think she also requested to17

think outside the box.  I've never heard rock climbing.  But18

I'm not throwing it out.19

But I think what she's saying is, let's not always20

go with just the status quo.  Okay?  I think that's what I21

heard.22

I tell you what, if you two could hold your seats,23

I hate to be so wishy-washy, but down here, I guess I am.24

So hold your seats.  Maybe we should get to you25
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all shortly.1

Let's go to the Office of Planning.  And I think2

I'm going to do the DDOT report this evening.3

Unless Mr. Jesick you want to add a line -- the4

line that they mentioned.  But anyway, go ahead, Mr. Jesick.5

MR. JESICK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members6

of the Commission.  We really appreciate the applicant7

working with us to address some of our concerns.  As the8

Commission sees in the latest submission, there's retail on9

the entire street frontage, and we appreciate that.  The10

applicant has also agreed to do a phase I archaeology11

studies.  We appreciate those steps.12

Really, the only detail left was the conversation13

around IZ.  We are suggesting that the applicant proffer 1214

percent of the entire floor area as IZ units.  And if it's15

going to be rentals, some of it, they could look at placing16

it 50 percent MFI.  That would be in line with other recent17

PUDs.  So we're trying to be consistent with all of our PUDs.18

The other question about the size of the units,19

we actually spoke with DHCD, and they want the IZ unit mix20

to more closely reflect the overall unit mix in any21

development.  Right now, there are no market rate three22

bedrooms.  We all want more three bedrooms, but right now23

there are no market rate three bedrooms.24

So what DHCD suggested was somewhere around a25
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third to a half of the IZ floor area be dedicated to three1

bedrooms.  The remainder be apportioned just as the market2

rate units are, between one and two bedrooms.  And that would3

provide opportunities for families of all sizes who need IZ4

housing to look in this development.5

I think the only other issues that we wanted to6

touch on, the subject of workforce training was brought up. 7

And I can direct the Commission to Exhibit 21, page seven,8

which is the applicant's October 6 submission.  They give a9

breakdown of some of their programs. 10

And one thing that we were really excited about11

was the apprenticeship program for high school and college12

students.  We feel that is very valuable.  And in our public13

hearing report, we suggested that the applicant could look14

at even expanding that.15

And finally, we do just want to lend our support16

to the concerns raised by the commissioner from 8A and Mr.17

Turnbull regarding the recreation space.  We think that's an18

important issue to consider.  Thank you.19

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, thank you.  Ms. Milanovich,20

let me just ask, you mentioned, and I'm actually doing the21

DDOT report myself.  But you mentioned that -- what did you22

say about DDOT, they support, or you took care of everything23

that's in their letter?  Is that what you said?24

MS. MILANOVICH:  Yes, with the one caveat with25
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respect to the Capital Bikeshare station, or the Capital1

Bikeshare memberships and the Carshare memberships.2

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  So their concerns and everything. 3

Because I didn't see them say they necessarily support it. 4

I saw them saying some concerns, if you can direct me to that5

in their letter.  That's really all I have to go by, so. 6

Unless my colleagues saw it somewhere and I didn't. 7

Normally, they just come out with a straight8

sentence, we support this.  But I see that they'll still9

evolving with some things that need to evolve.  But you agree10

with everything that they said, other than the Bikeshare and11

the rideshare I think you said, you mentioned.12

MS. MILANOVICH:  That's correct.  Yeah, so on page13

three.14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Page three.15

MS. MILANOVICH:  Under mitigations, about halfway16

down the page, it says, DDOT has no objection to the17

requested PUD, with the following conditions.  And I think18

that's pretty standard for DDOT's language.  They don't19

support, they either offer an objection or no objection.20

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  And you agree with21

everything other than what you mention.22

MS. MILANOVICH:  That's correct.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  All right, and I actually24

agree with you all on that one.  Because the young folks25
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around, everybody uses Uber and Lyft.  And it's another one1

out there, isn't it?  Maybe I'll come up with one.  Okay.2

So DDOT reports state it as it, and that reflects3

on page three.  But let me go to questions.  I'll explain the4

DDOT.  Commissioner Shapiro.5

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  It's a question really to6

the DDOT report, and maybe this is tucked in there and I just7

missed it.  But I'm reading the DDOT report that they're8

looking for clarification on some of the proposed TDM9

elements.  And specifically there was a question about the10

number of long-term bicycle parking spaces, and there's a11

mismatch in the numbers.12

And the number of showers, lockers, and changes13

to be provided.14

MS. MILANOVICH:  So we will provide at least the15

minimum that's required by zoning.  I think there might have16

been a typo, either on the plans or in the report.  But we17

are proposing to provide the minimum number required by18

zoning.19

COMMISSIONER SHAPIRO:  Okay, thank you.  Thank20

you.21

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Any other questions that we --22

Office of Planning or DDOT?  Don't ask too many of DDOT. 23

Commissioner May.24

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yeah, my first question, no. 25
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I would ask of the Office of Planning about the future for1

Poplar Point.  And I know something about what's going on in2

terms of assessing the contamination in the site and how3

that's progressing.  But I haven't heard much lately about4

the planning effort. 5

And where do we think that's going to be going,6

and is it going to get caught up with this?  I mean is there7

momentum on the horizon?8

MR. JESICK:  I don't know the details of where9

that stands.  I would say there's not momentum at the moment. 10

But I can get a more firm update for you.  I think, you know,11

our general sense is like yours, that it's really a blank12

slate at this point and it would need to go through a small13

area planning process with the neighborhood.14

I know the DOEE has actually been looking at the15

site and trying to evaluate, okay, where is the most likely16

flooding going to happen, what areas are contaminated, what17

areas should be developed on or not.  And that's been a more18

recent effort. 19

But as far as the actual planning in terms of20

small area plan, which is actually a requirement of the land21

transfer, I think that's, you know, no closer than what it22

has been in the past.23

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yeah, well I would like to get24

a more definitive update on that.  I think that would be25
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helpful to understand.  It is something that, as I said, got1

started fast and furious, really in the planning, maybe about2

ten years ago.  And it stuttered during the Recession, but3

then it came back to life about three years ago. 4

And I know that there was money in the budget to5

do the planning effort, and it just hasn't really moved very6

much.  And it needs to move, I mean, we just need to finish7

a plan and get that blessed the Council and get it blessed8

by the Secretary of the Interior. 9

And then, you know, hopefully eventually there'll10

be all of the money that's needed to get the development11

moving.  I'd really like to see that happen.  But at the very12

least, let's get the planning done.  So an update I think13

would be helpful for us to understand this.  I know that14

we're not going to be able to predict what happens, you know,15

immediately north of this.16

I will say that I'm not as concerned as DOEE was17

about the wetlands that are immediately to the north there. 18

And we don't know that they necessarily have substantial19

value, and I think that we agree that it makes sense to have20

the development closer to the Metro. 21

And there's so much work that will have to be done22

to create the 70 acres of parkland that's required under the23

law.  That transfers the land to the city, so 70 out of 11024

acres will be parkland.  And including day lighting Stickfoot25
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Creek. 1

And so I think that's going to be, probably be2

more centralized and put more of the parkland closer to the3

river.  But beyond that, I mean, you know, how are the street4

grids going to align.  I mean, we can't even guess, so. 5

But knowing something about where the planning6

stands and the priorities for the Office of Planning and the7

Deputy Mayor I think would be helpful.  Thanks.8

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Any other questions or comments9

up here?10

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  I would just add, again,11

continuing on with the comments about the planning, I think12

if the Office of Planning ended up working with NCPC or13

looking at the overall vision of the city, and I think it's14

critical continuing the L'Enfant plan and looking at the15

vistas and the view sheds that this is a great opportunity. 16

And it's an opportunity to determine us for South Capitol17

Street, I think.18

I think this develop, this whole area needs19

something that will inspire people to actually be here and20

look back towards the Capitol.  And I think it has a great21

opportunity for the city as a whole to continue the legacy22

of the planning that's already been developed. 23

So whatever can be done, I'm just offering my own24

two cents that I think that this is a unique and ripe25
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opportunity for the city to continue to link this part of the1

city with the rest of the city in a very visual manner.  So2

whatever can be done I think would be -- whatever comments3

or whatever input you can put with this I think would be4

greatly appreciated.5

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Anything else up here?  Okay, does6

the applicant have any comments for Office of Planning or7

DDOT?  Does the ANC --8

MR. SKINNER:  Just on that topic.  I mean, one9

thing is, I mean, we feel very encouraged by the progress10

being made by the Eleventh Street Bridge Park, you know, sort11

of connecting both sides of the river.  And you know, we're12

excited about that. 13

And we think that that can then integrate into the14

redevelopment of Poplar Point as well.  So we're.15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  You don't come down here much in16

front of us, do you?  Because sometimes the more you say, the17

more questions come from up here.  I'm not discouraging you,18

but I was trying to move on so we can get to the public.  Let19

me see, does the ANC -- and no disrespect.  I'm trying to20

help you, and I'm doing it publically. 21

Chairperson Cuthbert, do you have any cross of22

either Office of Planning or DDOT?23

MS. CUTHBERT:  I do have a comment for the Office24

of Planning, I hope they would take it back to their25
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director.  Please do not have two ANCs try to do one1

development on each side of the street.  Please do it2

separate.  Let our 8A do theirs separate, 8C do theirs3

separate.  Because it's very confusing and it's stressful.4

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.5

MS. CUTHBERT:  The Office of Planning?6

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I think they heard you.7

MS. CUTHBERT:  Thank you.8

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.  Anything else? 9

Commissioner Fuller?  Okay, thank you all very much.10

Okay, now it's time for you all's report.  Hold11

on, first, did I leave out any other government -- well, we12

talked about DDOE, DOEE, I'm sorry, and DDOT.  Any other13

government reports?  Oh, the WMATA letter, we have that.  Did14

I leave anybody out? 15

Okay, let's go to Chairperson Cuthbert.  You're16

at 8A right?  No, C, you're C.  Okay, we'll let's start with17

you first.18

MS. CUTHBERT:  Good evening, Chairman Hood and19

Commissioners.  I'm Mary Cuthbert, the chair for Advisory20

Neighborhood Commission 8C.  I'm here to testify on behalf21

of the south side of Howard Road development, 8C is the on22

the south.23

This has been the most stressful piece of24

development in my years as a commissioner.  It's more25
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stressful than zoning the east campus of St. Elizabeth's. 1

And it's stressful because you have so many different moving2

pieces of people involved calling you and telling you to do3

this. 4

Anyway, Advisory Neighborhood Commission met on5

November 1, 2017 to discuss development of Howard Road, SE. 6

The commissioners present were Commissioner Mary Cuthbert,7

Stith, Edward Hines, Jones, and Crawford.  The vote passed8

four to one.  Crawford abstained, Commissioner Shields was9

absent, and Commissioner Lucas was absent.10

I'm happy about the -- I didn't write all my11

testimony because it's just, normally I write a very short,12

direct testimony for 8C, because I allow the commissioners,13

the zoning commissioners, to do all of the investigating, the14

questions to the developer. 15

But when you have a group of commissioners who is16

calling you because it's their single-member district and17

this and that and that, that's why it took so long for us to18

vote on this project.  It was confusing trying to meet with19

8A, trying to get all the commissioners together so we can20

discuss it intelligently and address the concerns that we see21

on the development.  That was impossible.  And it was22

stressful.23

So I think it's time -- and maybe I'm maturing. 24

At 73, you can't take the stress you did when you were 37. 25
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So maybe it's time for me to turn around and sit down.  But1

we support this development.  It would be beneficial to our2

community.3

When you look at the bigger picture, you have4

Barry Farms coming in that's being developed, that runs into5

Howard Road a little bit.  So that part is being developed,6

that little area is being developed.  So it would enhance our7

community.8

My biggest concern is the traffic on Howard Road. 9

Why?  I drive a BMW, bus, Metro, and walk, and that's my10

stop, Anacostia Station.  And the bus has to come in.  So11

that's my major concern with the traffic.  And it's a lot of12

traffic there in the morning. Sometimes the busses have to13

wait two lights. 14

So I don't know who did the traffic study, I don't15

understand the traffic study.  But that's my concern. 16

They're going to work with Metro, and maybe Metro and the17

lighting will adjust to make things flow smoothly.  By then18

I'll be retired anyway, so I'll ride the bus occasionally. 19

But other than that, I think this will enhance our20

community.  And when you -- see, everybody look at this, that21

development.  I'm looking at Barry Farms coming across the22

Howard Road, going from the new Frederick Douglas Bridge. 23

All that hooks in together, so it really enhanced the24

community.  And that's my perspective and that's why I'm25
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supporting it.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right, thank you, Ms.2

Cuthbert.  Hold your seat, we may have some questions.  Okay,3

Ms. Fuller.4

MS. FULLER:  Okay, good afternoon, once again, my5

name is Greta Fuller.  And I'm going to read a little bit6

from my letter.  I am the commissioner for 8A-06, in which7

this parcel or this square and lot resides, under my single-8

member district.  I am not the chair, but the chair and the9

ANC commissioners have allowed me to represent ANC 8A tonight10

fully.11

There are couple of things that I want to address. 12

And one of the things, Zoning Case No. 1629, which we're here13

for today, ANC 8A on November 7 took a vote, and unanimously14

all commissioners were in favor.  Muhammad, Hawkins, Fuller,15

Sapp, Prestwood, and Clark were all present with one absent16

commissioner, Acker.  So the vote passed 6-0 to support this17

project.18

The other thing that we have is that there was a19

also a curb cut that resided in my single-member district,20

which we also took a vote to support that curb cut to be21

closed.  And we provided a letter to Redbrick supporting that22

with a passing vote.23

The other thing is the Commission recognized, and24

we appreciate, that the level of engagement that Redbrick has25
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brought to the community.  And one of the things that Mary1

said, it has been very stressful trying to get 8A and 8C2

together and everyone. 3

And one of the things that I was really concerned4

about is the connectivity.  And it's Columbian Quarters,5

Barry Farms and to me historic Anacostia on the other side,6

which I live in and also represent.  I believe that we have7

put together a strong community benefits agreement with the8

developer. 9

However, 8A, and this is where it becomes10

difficult, we have some community benefit ideas that we were11

hoping that we could work out and see if 8C has some12

community benefits that we could all work together. 13

And since Redbrick is already working on St.14

Elizabeth's, a national historic site, and historic Anacostia15

being one of the only historic districts east of the river,16

as people say, that actually connects to it, we were hoping17

that we could work, and I actually sent something over to18

Redbrick, asking that we could work with them and the19

National Trust to help catalog some of the homes in the20

historic district. 21

And just support some of the efforts from the22

information and knowledge that they have from St.23

Elizabeth's, that they could help kind of push that over and24

help us as well.  I don't think that we've actually come to25
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a complete community benefits agreement.  And I'm sure Ms.1

Cuthbert may have something to say on that. 2

But I wanted to put that out there, because I did3

talk to Redbrick and asked them maybe you could kind of shift4

some of that over to the historic neighborhood, as well as5

the site, if you find any artifacts that are of importance6

on the site that they are developing.7

The other thing that I wanted to say was we're8

glad that they're putting in units that will work for family9

units.  Because a lot of times we have single bedrooms, or10

what are studios, and there are hardly no three bedroom units11

that support families.  So we're impressed with that.12

Was there anything else?  I think at this time,13

I had so many other things, I think at this time, I will14

leave it there.  And ANC 8A does support this project with15

clarification on the things that I mentioned before.  And the16

community 8A, 8C continuing to work with Redbrick to clear17

up any community benefits or discrepancies that we may have. 18

Thank you.19

MS. CUTHBERT:  I would like to add something.  We20

have not voted.  It's my understanding that a community21

benefit has to be voted on.  We have not come to a conclusion22

on what we would like for a community benefit.  8A nor 8C has23

voted together, because this is one development in Ward 8,24

although one might be in 8A and 8C. 25
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It's one developer.  And we have not come to a1

conclusion on that.  And that's important.2

MS. FULLER:  And just to carry on, if you read the3

last paragraph of our letter from 8A, it says, The Commission4

recognizes and appreciates the level of engagement, and the5

developer has had with ANC 8A in the community.  Moreover,6

the developer has agreed to continue working with residents7

and Commission to identify additional items to include in the8

community benefits. 9

Which goes along with exactly what Ms. Cuthbert10

said for 8C.  Before we complete the --11

MS. CUTHBERT:  The two commissions should vote on12

a community benefit together.13

MS. FULLER:  And I'm agreeing with you.14

MS. CUTHBERT:  Right, that's what I've been trying15

to do.  Right.16

MS. FULLER:  I'm just saying the last paragraph17

of our letter addresses that.  That we know that we still18

need to work together to bring that package together and then19

present, to put as part of this PUD.  Correct?20

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  All right, finished?  Okay, thank21

you both.  I just do want to say, Mr. Epting, I need you to,22

we're going to ask you the questions.  I think typically, we23

have all our amenities done in the first stage.  So I need24

to find out where we are with that, because that's definitely25
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a show-stopper, definitely.1

Okay, let me open it up.  Any questions or2

comments of the ANC?  Commissioner May?3

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Yeah.  First one is that, I4

actually, and this is really a question for Ms. Milanovich5

and relates to one of the questions that came up in Ms.6

Cuthbert's testimony, having to do with Howard Road traffic. 7

So the off-ramp from 295 directly onto Howard8

Road, which is a big generator of I think some of the traffic9

issues there, is that projected to significantly improve the10

situation on Howard Road, since that exist ramp is now going11

to lead directly onto a little bit of Suitland Parkway before12

it hits the South Capitol Street oval?  Or do you know what13

the impact of that's going to be?14

MS. MILANOVICH:  I'm sorry, so the southbound off-15

ramp from 295.16

COMMISSIONER MAY:  From 295 that goes right onto17

Howard Road.18

MS. MILANOVICH:  Right.19

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Which is a relatively short20

cycle and gets backed up pretty quickly and it slows things21

down, and it's a hard left turn off there and all that.  I22

mean it's not a great intersection.23

MS. MILANOVICH:  Right.  So I think with the South24

Capitol Street improvement project, that will be improved.25
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COMMISSIONER MAY:  Well, it's going to go away1

entirely, right?  And it gets --2

MR. SKINNER:  It goes away like in the next six3

months.  I mean, it's, very soon it's going away.4

COMMISSIONER MAY:  So does anybody know what5

that's going to do to the traffic on Howard Road is what I'm6

trying to find out.7

MS. MILANOVICH:  So our traffic study, the8

forecast that we received, we used the same forecast that the9

DDOT used to conduct the traffic study for the South Capitol10

Street project.  So off the top of my head, I can't tell you11

what the reduction is associated with that.  We certainly12

could follow up.  I just don't know what the reduction in13

traffic --14

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Well, I think that might be15

helpful to know in some level and with some specificity.16

MS. MILANOVICH:  Sure.17

COMMISSIONER MAY:  I mean, just from a common18

sense perspective, it looks like it's going to make things19

better on Howard Road.  But it does also mean that if you20

want to, if you want to take that access and go back into you21

know, historic Anacostia, you have to come around and go22

Howard Road.23

MS. MILANOVICH:  Right.24

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Right past your development in25
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the other direction, right?  You have loop around and then1

come back.2

MS. MILANOVICH:  That's right.3

COMMISSIONER MAY:  Which is not a bad thing.  I4

mean, actually I don't know that that's going to be a really5

busy stretch of road in that direction.  And it would help6

drive some of the business, I think, in your development. 7

But I'm just curious about what the impact of that change8

will be.9

So then, I mean, I guess the only other thing I10

was going to say was that absolutely I think we need to get11

clarity on what the benefits package is.  And then if the12

ANCs need to vote on that, that's you know, that's what we'd13

like to see as well. 14

Because it does usually get nailed down at this15

stage, at least to the extent that we can.  There may be some16

things afloat, but generally we have an idea of what it is.17

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Any other questions or comments18

of the ANC?  Commissioners?19

MS. FULLER:  I would just like to be clear for the20

record.21

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Let's see if we have any questions22

for you, and then you can come back.23

MS. FULLER:  Oh, okay, sorry.24

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  We're trying to see if we have any25
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questions.1

Ms. Cuthbert, I heard you say how stressful.  And2

I know you've been, and including Commissioner Fuller as3

well, have been in the trenches a long time, and working out4

in not just Ward 8 but across the city.  So I'm just trying5

to understand. 6

I mean, we got to some way of support.  Sometime7

the hashing out of it sometimes may be a big inconvenience8

or you know, you get tired after a while.  But you've done9

such good work.  I heard you say you want to sit down -- no. 10

We need that institutional knowledge as we're moving forward. 11

So that's kind of my plug to you and to others. 12

People get tired.  Because sometimes I get tired.  But the13

thing about it is, that institutional knowledge is very14

important, because we made, I've seen a lot of improvements15

in my time, even being down here on the Commission and being16

the president of a citizen's association.  I've seen some17

improvements come. 18

We're not where we used to be.  We're not where19

we should be.  But I've seen the city get to a point where20

we're making progress.  And it's because of efforts of21

commissioners like both of you. 22

So continue, I know, in your submission, it says23

it's very stressful.  And I know sometimes putting the work24

in and the time, and it can be stressful.  But, you know,25
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look at the outcome.  And we still have some outcomes to do. 1

So I would encourage you to keep doing what you're doing, so.2

Any other questions up here of the ANC3

commissioners?  Let me do this, and Commissioner Fuller, I'll4

come back to you.  Does the applicant have any cross of the5

ANC commissioners?  Okay, so Commissioner Fuller, you wanted6

to say something else?7

MS. FULLER:  Yes.  I just want to be clear, become8

sometimes this does not out very clear, but I know that9

Commissioner Cuthbert knows this. 10

The CBA, out of the community benefits agreement,11

I'd really like to know when, is that submitted at this stage12

before it goes further?  This is where that document is13

incorporated into this PUD.  Is that correct?14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  As Commissioner May just15

mentioned, we try to have most of them nailed down.  So we16

go to the second stage of this particular application, then17

that stuff is already in place.  So we start looking for18

things to start coming to light, and especially when we get19

to the second part. 20

So that's why it's important, as much as we can. 21

As you say, there may be some wiggle room, we may see22

something we can improve upon by the second stage.  And that23

would have to come back in front of the Commission.  But most24

of it needs to be nailed down now.25
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MR. SKINNER:  I mean, I don't want to speak out1

of turn.2

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Yes, sir.3

MR. SKINNER:  You know, we've been working for4

like about a year, trying to get a community benefits5

agreement.  And, you know, we, I mean, we certainly don't6

want to create any more stress for Ms. Cuthbert or anyone7

else. 8

So, I mean, I don't know if there's like you know,9

advice in terms of how do we get this over the finish line. 10

You know, on the other side of things, you know, we have, you11

know, as I mean as I mentioned, like sort of the SEC12

solicitation is sort of proceeding apace, and we'd love to13

feel like we've got through this stage so that we can be14

responding to these types of things.15

And you know, I guess, how do we get this done so16

that it doesn't like, sort of.17

MS. CUTHBERT:  On behalf of 8C, I think18

Commissioner Fuller and I need to sit down and discuss what,19

and anticipate what, community benefit, take it back to the20

commissioners and have them vote on it. 21

So that way they are aware of the community22

benefit package.  That's the best way.  Because trying to get23

14 people together is impossible.24

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Get them together.25
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MS. CUTHBERT:  I know I can get them together. 1

I know I can, but.2

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, so you all are going to work3

on that.  You all will work in tandem and work with your4

respective ANCs.5

MS. CUTHBERT:  Yes.6

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  And I guess you all have to do7

separate votes and go from that point.  I'm not sure.8

MS. CUTHBERT:  It'll be one package, but it'll be9

separate votes.10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Separate votes.11

MS. CUTHBERT:  8A will vote on --12

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  On this project, and 8A will be --13

MS. CUTHBERT:  But it will be one package.14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.15

MS. CUTHBERT:  Because there's only one developer.16

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, okay.  So it looks like17

everybody's willing to get that done, right?18

MS. CUTHBERT:  Mm-hmm.19

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, so let's.  And you asked for20

some advice.  The best advice I can give you is none at all,21

but I will tell you this: make sure you keep your ears open22

and listen to the community's needs, okay?  That's important. 23

And it sounds like you're doing that, okay. 24

All right, anything else up here?  All right. 25
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Okay, so you have one more?1

MS. FULLER:  Yes, I just had one question, because2

we know that everybody wants to move this along.  Is there3

a date, or maybe you'll put those dates out there later?  But4

we know that the holidays are coming up and Ms. Cuthbert will5

be out of the city for a moment. 6

So we definitely need at least until the first of7

the year, because she'll be gone a couple of weeks.  I don't8

--9

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Sounds like that's not going to10

be a problem.  We don't want to do anything over the holidays11

when people are on vacation.  I've been against that for12

years.  So summertime and the holidays.  All right.  Okay,13

so we will, you will hear some dates when we get to the end,14

and you let us know if that works for both ANCs.  Okay.15

All right, let's go to -- we have nobody signed16

up to testify, okay.  Nobody's signed up to testify.  Is17

there anyone who would like to testify in support? 18

Organizations or persons who would like to testify in19

support?  Okay, you can come forward.20

The only person I'm going to pick on, because I21

know that Mr. Brown didn't sign up.  So make sure that we get22

cards and everything.  I have to find somebody to pick on,23

because I look at my list, and nobody signed up.  But anyway. 24

And then anybody else who like to testify in25
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support, organizations or persons who would like to testify1

in support?  Okay.  Actually, you're not the only person I2

know, but I'm going to leave that alone.  Okay, let's, yeah. 3

To my right, you may begin.4

MR. GREENHILL:  Yeah, how are you doing?  My name5

is Larry Greenhill Jr., I'm the project manager of Savage6

Technical Services.  And really I want to dovetail,7

especially off your question about who's from the ward and8

what contractors are with this development. 9

And so Savage Technical Services is a full-service10

electrical business, and we also have a registered11

apprenticeship program in Ward 8 at the Anacostia Business12

Center.  And we're located at 1227 Good Hope Road, SE,13

Washington DC.  And it's less than a five-minute walk from14

this PUD that Redbrick, Mr. Dubin, and Mr. Whitehead, and15

Stephan Rodiger are bringing in.16

We're in full support of this development simply17

because actions speak louder than words.  And we've been in18

the community, you know, and we've had developers come in and19

say they're going to do this and say they're going to do20

that, and they don't do anything.21

Redbrick, from day one, Mr. Louis Dubin, Mr.22

Whitehead, have sought us out.  We've met with them, and also23

we've actually, through their actions, we've done work with24

them in Northern Virginia, $350,000 worth of electrical work25
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retrofitting the common areas of Mr. Dubin's properties.1

So when you ask that question, I was jumping at2

the bit to get up here because they are on board and reaching3

out to the community.  And so Mr. Rodiger actually reached4

out to us and the owner, Mr. Savage, who's going to speak,5

my boss, here in just a minute. 6

But through their actions and through that7

particular project in Northern Virginia, we were able to buy8

a bucket truck, Mr. Hood, and train our Ward 8 residents. 9

We have a in-house registered apprenticeship program that we10

use NCCR curriculum. 11

And so through that just reaching out through that12

particular project, our Ward 8 residents, our DC journeyman13

electricians that we have were able to, you know, learn how14

to operate and work a bucket truck for the light poles out15

at Mr. Dubin's properties.16

And so also, as far as apprenticeship, Mr.17

Whitehead is in constant, constant contact with us to see how18

our DC residents and our Ward 8 apprentices are doing. 19

We actually have a young man that we brought here20

today with us that, you know, is right across the street on21

S Street in our community, I mean across the street from22

where we're at.  And so we brought, you know, brought them23

on board because of the commitment of Redbrick.24

And so we just wanted to make sure and make that25
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clear to the Commission that, you know, we support what's1

going on.  But we need you guys to do your job because we2

need to get this moving.  I know you all know some of the3

challenges that affect us, you know, our young men4

especially, our African American men in Ward 8. 5

And the way, you know, it's especially the6

underemployment that's going on there.  And so we've spent7

many hours and days in speaking with Mr. Dubin, along with8

Mr. Whitehead, in addressing these issues.  But sometimes the9

red tape, you know, gets in the way, Mr. Hood, of moving10

these projects like this forward. 11

And so we're hoping, you know, through this12

testimony, that, you know, and our letters of support and our13

testimony here today that, you know, that you understand that14

Redbrick's actions speak louder than words.  Thank you.15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you, next.16

MR. SAVAGE:  I'm Frederick Savage, I'm owner of17

Savage Technical Services.  We're a full-service electrical18

contractor located in Ward 8.19

I'm a vet, we've been in Ward 8 for about five20

years now.  We have a registered apprenticeship program, as21

Larry said.  Larry pretty much has hit all the high notes,22

but just a little about our company.23

We've had a relationship with, you know, from day24

one, with Redbrick.  And they've done everything that they25
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said that they would do.  We've gotten work in Northern1

Virginia, they've been great business partners, and mentors2

to a certain extent, to our company as we've been moving3

these things forward.4

We're proud of what we're doing in Ward 8, and we5

look forward to working with them going forward in this6

project as it goes forward.  That's all I have to say today.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you.  Next.8

MR. WHITEHEAD:  Good evening, everybody, and9

Chairman.  My name is Jimmy Whitehead, I live at 2716 31st10

Street, SE, DC.  I grew up in what everybody calls Ward 8. 11

When I grew up, we used to just call it Southeast.  But like12

a lot of people who are from Southeast, I got my first job13

from the Honorable Marion Barry.  I got my very first job. 14

And then after I graduated from Ballou High15

School, my father took me down to Anacostia to a recruiter16

and put me in the Navy, which probably saved my life.  My17

cousin, Michael Bottoms, was killed on Xenia Street, he was18

like my brother, before I got a chance to see him when I got19

honorably discharged.20

But this is such a dream to me come true, as a21

brother that grew up in Southeast, that I wrote a statement,22

because I wanted to make sure that I really said what I felt.23

I would like to wish, and I'm just a regular guy,24

I'm not a fancy guy, so bear with me, okay.  And thank you,25
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Mr. Hood, for your comments, and all of you.  I would like1

to wish everyone a happy and blessed holiday.2

As founder and president of Land Matters, Ward 83

born, raised, and proud current resident, I want to first4

state that it has been an extraordinary good experience5

learning about what the community I love, Ward 8, needs and6

deserves through the visionary and committed leadership of7

our ANC, our distinguished ANC Chairwoman Mary Cuthbert and8

Anthony Muhammad, who I used to walk to Hart Junior High9

School and Ballou High School with every day when I lived in10

Linden Polland and Congress Heights on Newcomb Street.11

Raised in a single head of household under my12

wonderful father, United States Navy Chief James Whitehead13

Sr., who's currently in Arlington Cemetery.  Every urban14

African American community in America needs the community-15

first, committed type of ANC chairs that we have been blessed16

with, and thank you, Ward 8 and Ward 7 ANC for what you do17

for us.18

I also want to state how wonderful it continues19

to be working with the distinguished east of the river20

clergy, police, community partners founder Rev. Donald Isaac;21

DCEA President Larry Greenhill; community faith-based leader22

Rev. Richard Ricardo Payne; Ward 8 workforce secretary Davy23

Pascal; Amanda Stevenson; FNL Chairman Freddie Winston; and24

Savage Electric president, Frederick Savage, for continuing25
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to support the good community, small business, and CBE1

outreach of Redbrick, LMD, for the Community Quarters2

Project.3

I've personally known Chairman Louis Dubin for4

twenty-five plus years, and am good friends with every5

partner of Redbrick LMD.  And I know their commitment to6

community is real and not just window dressing. 7

As Redbrick's LMD primary community outreach8

project manager, I am certain that we'll ensure unequivocally9

that we continue working with our local Ward 8 community10

organizations and CBE partners, and that Redbrick's LMD11

community engagement will maximize the jobs and opportunities12

which go to qualifying Ward 8 individuals and CBEs first. 13

Thank you very much, and God bless you.14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you.  Next.15

MR. WINSTON:  Thank you, Chairman Hood.  Freddie16

Winston, Ward 8 business.  Been in Ward 8 for over 15 years. 17

I'm a partner with Ketcham Elementary.  Me and my whole18

office staff, we're about 50 people, 50 employees. 19

Redbrick reached out to me about this project, and20

Mr. Jimmy Whitehead took me to Redbrick's office and we sat21

down about an hour and a half, two hours, talking about this22

project.  I've seen a lot of people come through Ward 8 with23

a lot of promises and maybes.  It don't never work.  They are24

basically looking for either a pass through company to pass25
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-- we're not a pass-through. 1

We self-perform.  I'm a trash business, and I'm2

a site development business.   I've do many federal3

contracts, commercial work, and conserving.  To meet with the4

Redbrick family was a pleasure, thank you guys for having me5

and inviting me.  They've been to my office, they know we're6

real, we're real in what we do.  And we'll never be a pass-7

through to anybody.  We're looking for real opportunity, and8

they bring it.9

They engaged me to help them to seek out the folks10

in Ward 8 that can have capacity to this project.  And the11

one thing I like about Redbrick is, you know, the biggest12

problem that we have in Ward 8, it's a lot of companies that13

can't get bonding.  That's always systemic to any project,14

is bonding.15

Bonding kills the community in Ward 8.  So, you16

know, one of their things is they wasn't concerned about17

that.  They're concerned about getting the project done and18

having an impact in Ward 8.  And to have me on their team,19

they knew all the people in Ward 8 who can help them to20

finish this project, and folks can also grow from this21

project.22

I have people knock on my door every day looking23

for work.  Can you hire us?  We've got to have jobs to hire24

folks.  It's a lot of work, if you're going to develop in25
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Ward 8.  I think this is the perfect opportunity for folks1

in Ward 8 to get decent jobs, jobs that can pay decent money2

so they can raise their families and live a good life.3

So again, I commend this project.  I can't wait4

to see it come, like he said at the end over here, we need5

to get past red tape.  A lot folks that need jobs in Ward 8. 6

And we hire a lot of the folks coming out of the system.  We7

want to put them to work first.  It's hard enough for them8

to go out and find a job, a decent job that pays decent9

money. 10

So when I moved to Ward 8, my commitment was to11

the community.  That's my commitment first.  And I'm just12

looking forward to this project.  I have a project at Benning13

Road to do all the demo.  I just went and met with the14

company in Virginia.  So I definitely looking to bring on15

Ward business for that. 16

And my job is to hire folks in Ward 8.  So I'm17

really looking to work with them on this project, and we're18

going to turn Ward 8 around.  Thanks.19

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Thank you, next.20

MS. MATTHEW:  Hello, everybody, my name is21

Paulette Matthews.  I'm not a construction worker, nor do I22

have any type of business.  I'm just a resident.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Can you speak up?24

MS. MATTHEW:  I'm just a resident.  I was born and25
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raised here in the District of Columbia, and I know nothing1

is constant but change.  But as I look around the District2

of Columbia, change is needed, jobs are also needed.  But at3

the same time, affordable housing is needed for the4

residents.5

It's okay to hire, you know, re-entry citizens and6

stuff like that.  And I hear they say they're hiring people7

from Ward 8.  This is the first time I've ever heard of it,8

but maybe because I'm not looking for a construction job. 9

But I just think that people need to consider the fact that10

everybody needs an affordable place to live. 11

And I understand people need to get paychecks and12

be able to do what they need to do with their lives.  But at13

the same time, other people will be willing to work and also14

have a place to stay.  Because they're building a lot of15

stuff -- I live in Barry Farms.  And right now, we're16

fighting just to have a place to stay.  We pay our rent and17

we've been living in bad conditions.  Some people have left18

the property.  But at the same time, we pay our rent.19

When I look around the city and I see everything20

that's going on, I see more people probably being homeless,21

more people probably being hungry.  And I see those who are22

able to afford to eat or those who are in a position to be23

able to put money in their pockets buy all these big24

developments. 25
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But at the end of the day, human beings matter1

more so than money.  And I just wanted to put it out there,2

because they're building all these high rises.  They're not3

building places where there are playgrounds, safe4

playgrounds, and things of that nature. 5

So being as though I was a resident, I just felt6

the need to come in and hear what's said, what's going on,7

and how the procedure is done.   And that's why I wanted to8

speak.  You know, it's something to consider.  I mean, I was9

born and raised here.  Marion Barry gave me my first job. 10

You know what I'm saying, I've worked before,11

plenty of times.  And, you know, I still work off and on. 12

But at the end of the day when I look around and I see what13

I see, it's not a good picture.  Not at all, it's not.14

And we shouldn't have to struggle to just have15

what is human right, a place to live, affordable place to16

live.  We didn't have a Safeway -- we had a Safeway, and they17

took that away and put a charter school.  And you have to go18

here or there, catch the bus to get somewhere. 19

Then the bus rates are higher, then the traffic20

jams.  It's almost like you need a jet.  But everybody's just21

building and building, and you know, and when they're talking22

about three bedrooms, it's some people that need four, five,23

and six.  And to me, it seems like they're breaking up the24

family. 25
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You know, if you have to have money that you can1

do all that and maneuver, it's fine.  But some people have2

to move bricks.  It's always been a brick wall.  Trump didn't3

just start talking about building a wall, it's been a brick4

wall for some time. 5

And it's like segregation, discrimination, it's6

a whole lot, and ching, ching ching seems to get the flow of7

just people in general and people having to live, and not8

having people so stressed out emotionally, physically9

drained, and all of that.10

It's just a mess.  I just see a mess.  I see11

people approving stuff.  You know, it's like I said,12

everything is -- change is good, it's real good.  But I'm13

beginning not to see DC anymore.  And then everybody, they14

spoke of Frederick Douglas.  I'm just wondering if he were15

to live this long, would he have approved of all of this, you16

know? 17

And to me, a lot of times, it seems like it's just18

selfishness or bonus checks or whatever.  It's not about19

caring for people.  I remember DC caring for people.  I don't20

know what's going on now, and it's not just in DC.  It's21

nationwide, and it's sad.  It's real sad.22

People want families, people want children, people23

want playgrounds.  They don't just want dog parks.  I24

remember when I met with Scott down here on Good Hope Road25
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about the bridge park, I went to a couple of meetings there. 1

Next thing I know, somebody was telling me that I was on his2

website like I -- I mean, yeah, it was nice to see the3

fountains, this going to come down to Frederick Douglas and4

all that.5

But at the same time, you bringing all this stuff6

into Ward 8, what about when the people in Ward 8 didn't7

have, excuse my French, but the S and the T and B, you know,8

what?  So now that you can put this in, you'll feel as though9

you can find the money to put it there, you kicking the ones10

that went through all the this and that out.11

And then when you look around, it's like who are12

you doing it for?  It makes you wonder.  You know, it's real,13

real sad.  Human beings matter, that's all I got to say. 14

Money is not that important.  We need it all, they made it15

mandatory for us.  Everybody got to depend upon it.  You16

can't do nothing without it. 17

But don't slight the ones who's trying or trying18

to get it or whatever.  And as he said, it's always red tape. 19

I don't care what you do, it's red tape.  And then we got a20

lot of people stamping things that say it's good, when for21

real it looks good, but at the end of the day, it's not.  It22

hurts a lot of people.23

Some will get off good, big paychecks, looking24

good, or with that their lifestyle can go on.  But at the end25
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of the day, there's so many other people suffering.  You walk1

out here, every day and you see people on the bench in front2

of your office, on the subway begging.  I mean, you know3

like, for real, you've got veterans that's homeless.4

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Can you give us your closing5

thought?  Okay, you --6

MS. MATTHEW:  I'm just done, but y'all need to7

really like.8

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, all right.9

MS. MATTHEW:  Think about the ching, ching, ching,10

please.11

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, thank you.  Next?12

MS. MATTHEW:  Do I approve it?  To a degree.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Can y'all have that conversation14

after -- let me say this, I would encourage you all to stay15

to the end of the hearing so you can make sure you get all16

the input and you see some of the things that we have to17

balance, so.  I would just encourage you to stay to the end18

so you can know when we're going to continue to have19

discussion. 20

So just, I know you finished testimony -- here's21

what happens.  A lot of people testify, and they walk out the22

door.  So testify, and I'm going to start saying this,23

especially my ward, Ward 5, 7, and 8, we come and we do what24

we're going to do and we leave.  I see that all the time. 25
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And this brings to my attention that you all need1

to stick around and see some of the other things that we have2

to balance.  So I'm going to suggest that right now, stick3

around to the end.  Like the preachers say, the Baptist4

ministers say, Stay for the benediction, don't leave before5

the  benediction.  Okay.6

MR. BROWN:  I'm very honored to be here tonight,7

and probably more honored because of your truthful testimony. 8

Native Washingtonian, this is my town.  Don't care how much9

money you have or power you have, I've spent my whole life10

here.  And so I feel like I can speak on anything that has11

any public implications or private implications just because12

my father passed away one year ago today.13

I pushed past some emotional stress to be here14

today because I do believe that my voice needs to be heard15

in this process.  You know, many people would argue that16

because I'm a Ward 7 resident, that I do more work in Ward17

8, and that's probably true.  But the reality is Ward 15 is18

what I call it, because Ward 7 and 8 are two of the most19

slighted wards in Washington, DC history, period.20

So this project to me is important because I'm21

been knowing Lou Dubin for some years, I've been knowing,22

watching, and studying Redbrick, because I have brand and a23

reputation that I established before Redbrick ever showed up. 24

I have a brand and reputation that I established before most25
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of the development that's gone on in the last several years1

in Ward 8 and 7 showed up.2

I've been working hard in the streets in the3

community through my non-profit, Training Grounds, 13 years4

old.  And all I do over and over is go find people that are5

hurting, find people that have been through something like6

I have, and we transform their lives into a sustainable7

lifestyle. 8

Some people call it workforce development, others9

-- I was honored -- I'm the only, first and only founding co-10

chair of the Ward 8 Workforce Council that was founded by me11

and Marion Barry together, and we ran it until he passed12

away.  He passed away in one week, I resigned the very next13

week.  I didn't want to do what I did seven years pro bono,14

and I didn't want to do it with anyone else but Marion Barry.15

Along comes Trayon White, who'd been a longtime16

friend, and he has now appointed me to revive that same17

effort I ran for seven years, workforce development by way18

of an organization called Developing Economic Opportunities,19

Inc.  You'll be hearing a whole lot about it. 20

And that's just to make sure the fair distribution21

of wealth meets each and every resident and neighborhood with22

all these cranes that are going to hit the sky, all this23

digging going in the ground, all these jobs after24

construction and pre- and during construction are going to25
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take place. 1

But I'm here to tell you that the reason why I2

came tonight, and I'll tell you, my father was a lifelong3

Ward 15 resident until he breathed his last breath a year ago4

today.  So I don't have anything to gain or lose, other than5

to say that I've studied Redbrick to see if it's worth me --6

because you all haven't see me down here. 7

I know some of you all know me.  I haven't been8

down here for not one project in DC history.  So I knew what9

this meant, on a night like this, to get myself out here to10

say this.11

I've paid attention to whether they listen to the12

community or not.  That's what matters to me.  And they still13

have some things that they're probably still have to learn,14

and learning, but I love the fact that they've been coachable15

with the community.  Like everyone that's testified before16

me, what the community is saying.17

I don't know any project that I've ever heard of18

that's got it 100 percent right.  But I know any project that19

starts out with wanting to hear what the community has to say20

to guide its decisions is a organization and a company that21

I at least begin to trust relationship with. 22

Well, several years in, I've watched them provide23

opportunities for me to get employment opportunities, not24

just as Mr. Dubin stated in Ward 8, but throughout the region25
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in various areas.  Because Ward 8 people, believe it or not,1

can work outside of Ward 8. 2

I mean, I don't know what this thing is that Ward3

8 has to only -- so I appreciate that vision that Redbrick4

and Mr. Dubin has presented, as other developers seem to only5

want to talk about Ward 8 or Ward 7, what I call Ward 15,6

people only being able to do the projects in there. 7

What if that's four years away?  That's a whole8

lot of meals I'm going to miss waiting on your project to go9

through the bureaucratic journey it has to go through.  But10

you have other things before you showed in Ward 15 right? 11

Well, Redbrick has proven that they're committed to the right12

now and the longterm.  So I'm in here in very much in support13

of this project. 14

But I'll tell you something a little more15

technical.  A workforce intermediary is what's necessary to16

see any project through successfully.  That's what I do.  If17

people around DC want to learn what Tom Brown really does,18

I'm probably one of the most consistent workforce19

intermediaries in Ward 15.20

I've done this one this over and over for a over21

a decade.  I just find where the opportunities are, where the22

businesses that'll be performing those deals, and where the23

people that are looking for opportunities in that particular24

track.25
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So some of the things that we're developing1

training mechanisms through this effort with the council2

member called DEO, is telecommunication infrastructure3

training, carpenter training, hotel and hospitality training. 4

I just had a major meeting with Local 25, and they're excited5

about this apprenticeship model in hotel and hospitality that6

they've been talking to me about for over four years.7

So I'm happy to bring those things added to the8

things I'm already doing in Ward 8 and Ward 7, more probably9

in Ward 8.  We just opened up another Ward 8 location, 125610

Pleasant Street, in partnership with Union Temple Baptist11

Church and Rev. Willie Wilson.  He's seen my work for over12

a decade.  He's committed and dedicated to help me extend the13

training and support.14

And so I'm excited because Redbrick listens,15

Redbrick is open to what we're saying.  And I'm going to make16

sure, with the reputation I've already built outside of17

Redbrick, that my name doesn't get tarnished, but it actually18

gets elevated to be trusted that I can do even large projects19

with the same level of impact and success that I believe20

people around this city already expect from me anyway. 21

Thank you all very much for hearing.22

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  I want to thank this panel.  We23

appreciate all your testimony, all your comments.  Let's see24

if there are any questions up here.  Any questions up here? 25
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Does the applicant have any cross?  Okay.  ANC 8A have any1

cross and 8C, Ms. Cuthbert?  You have any cross if, she can2

hear me?3

All right, let me just say a few things.  Mr.4

Greenhill, I know of your work, and Mr. Brown, I know of you5

all's work across the city.  But I learned even more today,6

which a lot of things -- and also Mr. Wilson and Mayes, and7

I didn't know Mr. Winston.8

You mentioned that you, help me understand, you9

getting ready to do some work on Benning Road?  Turn the mic10

on.11

MR. WINSTON:  I've got the Benning Road project,12

and actually I've got a project with Lou Dubin too.  Actually13

I'm doing all the clearing, the land clearing for them.14

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Doing excavation.15

MR. WINSTON:  Excavation.16

CHAIRMAN HOOD: Okay.17

MR. WINSTON:  And site clearing.  But actually,18

I currently have all the contracts in the city with all the19

trash right now too as well.  So one of my project is Benning20

Road to do all their trash on a daily basis, along with all21

the parks, recs, schools.  And then we just got awarded the22

demo of Barry Farms with a company called Tishman out in23

Virginia.24

So you know, I've been around here for 20 years,25
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and like I said, we do a lot of partnership with the schools. 1

Ballou High School --2

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Did you help with Ballou?  You3

helped with Ballou?4

MR. WINSTON:  Yes, yes, I did.  Ballou, I've5

worked at Anacostia, I've worked at just about every school6

in the city.  And also I built Raymond Recreation Center.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay.8

MR. WINSTON:  In a joint venture with Seagle and9

AF Development.10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  And the reason I'm asking, I11

didn't mean to cut you off, the reason I'm asking that12

because a lot of time, that doesn't get back to us.  That's13

why I start off my same question, because I don't get that14

feedback.  And Mr. Greenhill, again, you know, again, I know15

your work too. 16

I will say that I agree, we need to cut the red17

tape.  But everybody's not like this guy, this developer that18

you all have.  I saw his enthusiasm, it comes over19

overwhelming.  I've been here long enough that people that20

come in and tell me these things are going to happen.  Ten21

years from now, still sitting here waiting for some of those22

things to happen that you said we're waiting on.23

So some of the times we have to balance.  And I24

agree, we're not trying to cause any additional red tape. 25
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What we're trying to do is do our due diligence and do the1

job that we were sent down here to do. 2

And one of the things that we do want to make3

sure, which inspires me about what I'm hearing tonight, is4

that there is somebody out here, a applicant, I mean a5

developer, and I'm sure there are more, that are really6

trying to take the community into consideration.7

I know the ANC's working and going to get that,8

they're going to get that taken care of.  And I think this9

can be a win-win, for not just, like you say.  You know, the10

reason we always say Ward 8 or Ward 7 because we try to get11

a start in the way that we want here to go.12

So that's I want to memorialize, because we're13

starting in Ward 8 and 7.  But when I heard the DMV, I said,14

hey, look, this is something I need to impress upon others15

for as long as I sit here in this seat when they come down16

in front of us.  And I try to do it in my own way.  That's17

why my first question is -- and you know all of us having18

something.19

You know, you hear of green roofs, everybody has20

their niche up here.  And I think the five of us together,21

we come up with a better project from the input we get from22

the community.  My niche is to make sure that the folks in23

the city are getting these jobs. 24

Because when I first got here and I rode by, and25
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I'm not going to go into all that, but Mr. Barry also gave1

me my first job and also put me here first.  So when I got2

here, one of the things I noticed and one of the projects in3

the city, my first project I ever rode on in Southwest. 4

I happened to ride by, and every tag there was5

from Pennsylvania.  And I've always, they've probably heard6

that enough, but I'm going to always, I don't forget what I7

saw and where we came from so we won't make the same8

mistakes.9

So this is very inspiring to me.  I've been here10

20 years, and this is very inspiring to me.  So we need to11

continue to do that.  You know what I mean, about that12

progress.  We're making progress.  So I encourage each one13

of you to continue.  We're going to do our due diligence, but14

you all will do your as well.  Okay?15

Anything else up here?  And that wasn't a lecture,16

that was the truth.  Okay, all right, thank you all very17

much.  And to the young lady, your comments were very well18

taken and we appreciate it.  Thank you.19

Okay, anybody else in support?  Okay, let's go to20

organizations in opposition.  I have on the list Mr. Chris21

Otten, DC, for Reasonable Development.  Anybody else who's22

here in opposition with this development?  Okay, Mr. Otten,23

you may begin.24

MR. OTTEN:  Good evening.  My name is Chris Otten,25
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I'm here representing Empower DC.1

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Speak into your mic so we hear2

you.3

MR. OTTEN:  My name is Chris Otten, I'm here4

representing Empower DC, the Barry Farms tenants and allies5

in association, and DC for Reasonable Development.6

We adopt all facts, law, and evidence as submitted7

by all residents in opposition to this PUD application as8

it's currently configured.  We'd also like to adopt the ANC9

concerns about traffic.  The size of this project and the10

cumulative impacts of the surrounding projects will bring11

overwhelming traffic on the public transit ways our members12

comfortably enjoy now.13

We notice that DDOT is not here tonight.  We must14

recognize that this is the first stage PUD.  And as spoken15

earlier by the chairman, this where the community benefits16

of the PUD is really kind of concretized and put into the17

record.18

We must be aware that this process is where a19

contract is written between the city and the developers.  The20

city, representing, hopefully, the impacted communities, and21

the developer. 22

In our review of the record, we cannot find any23

true agreements in hard written terms or accountability in24

this contract yet as it regards to job, as it regards to25
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traffic, as it regards to mitigation thereof.  Environmental1

impacts, health and social impacts on the existing community2

and the areas surrounding the project site.3

No amount of street lights and stop signs will4

mitigate the sheer volume of traffic increase this project,5

along with others, will have on the area surrounding the PUD6

site.  Volume is different than flow, so where is DDOT on7

this? 8

The traffic volumes will increase environmental and9

health impacts of our members, especially our members more10

vulnerable to these health impacts, such as those with11

asthma, like of Ms. Bell and her family.12

This holds true for the public who may not be in13

this room tonight.  Those who are not been privileged of the14

information about this project and this hearing and not in15

attendance simply doesn't mean they give up and acquiesce16

their rights before you all.17

It does not also relieve the applicant or the18

Commission from fulfilling a review of the potential adverse19

impacts and possibly mitigations thereof with this project20

and the surrounding area, and the cumulative impacts.21

But back to the contract, again.  I'm speaking a22

little off-script here, but the retail and commercial23

components of this project, we do not see any details on who24

these will serve.  What are they?  What kind of uses, land25
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uses are they?  What kind of land use conflicts will they1

present?  Where's the retail and commercial spaces dedicated2

permanently and affordably for those in Ward 8? 3

Where's the small business incubator space? 4

Where's the organizational space that's provided permanently5

for Ward 8 family services?  Where's the permanent training6

program funded by the applicant for Ward 8 residents7

permanently?  Where's the permanent living wage jobs for Ward8

8 residents in the office and retail components of this9

project, permanently?10

These are the sort of things that we're asking11

for.  This is the first stage of this, this is the stage12

where, you know, when we come back for the second stage, you13

say, oh, you can't talk about it because we discussed all14

that in the first stage.  But yet, it's pretty weak right15

now. 16

And I hope the language that I heard from the17

Chairman is true, that we are going to seek some concrete,18

written agreements on this in the contract.19

I also want to put out there that this project20

will forever impede the surrounding area from protecting21

itself from catastrophic climate change, particularly of22

flooding of lower historic Anacostia.  The 500-year flood23

plan rules are being re-written as we speak, with the quick24

pace of ice melt and river rise and ocean rise.25
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Our members' homes are up from the flood plain,1

but not that far up.  The same for the commercial corridor2

that our members enjoy and use along MLK Avenue, Howard Road,3

and Good Hope Road, SE. 4

If this project is built, it will forever injure5

the possibility of flood prevention mitigation, techniques,6

and eliminate potential institutional flood preventative7

projects as such, concretely risking the future of our8

members' community, environmental protections, and the9

inability of our members to protect their homes and cultural10

neighborhood assets.11

It is not a question of if, it's a question of12

when these large buildings will be flooded.  And a behemoth13

of a building flooding out and molding out is not a specious14

future scenario for this project, and will indeed affect the15

entire surrounding area as such. 16

The project size is unacceptable, given these17

concrete risks.  It also ensures that the cultural and18

archaeological aspects of this beach plain and the site area,19

it will be adversely impacted and destroyed permanently.20

So as far as our reading can tell, it fails the21

sustainable DC planning climate-ready DC plans and historic22

preservation fundamentals.  Thank you.23

CHAIRMAN HOOD: Okay, thank you.  Let's see if24

there are any questions or comments up here.  I'm not seeing25
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any.  Does the applicant have any cross?  ANC 8A have any1

cross?  8C any cross?  Okay, thank you very much.2

Okay, Mr. Epting, you have any rebuttal in3

closing?4

MR. EPTING:  Not really.  I know we have some5

things to submit, and we will do that.  I think we are very6

close, and we look forward to getting your support.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, thank you very much.  I want8

to thank everyone for their participation.  Ms. Schellin, do9

we have any dates?  And I want dates, make sure they listen10

to these dates.11

MS. SCHELLIN:  So how much time does the applicant12

think they need?13

MR. EPTING:  I think that's probably more up to14

the ANC.15

MS. SCHELLIN:  And I heard after the first of the16

year, I think, for the ANCs.17

MR. EPTING:  You know, I think we could do our18

stuff fairly rapidly.19

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Let me do this, though, I've just20

been reminded that we need to probably go over the list of21

things.  Do we need to go over the list?22

MS. SCHELLIN:  I don't know that I have23

everything.24

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Or do we have the list down, do25
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we?1

MS. SCHELLIN:  I think do you have every -- you2

made a list.3

MR. EPTING:  I think we have a list, yes.4

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, so you all are good with the5

list.6

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah, they're good.7

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, let's.8

MS. SCHELLIN:  So if we could get the Applicant 9

--10

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Oh, before we go to -- I hate to11

keep doing.  Does anybody want to re-articulate anything that12

they mentioned?  Okay.  So we're confident.  I mean, that's13

fine.  I mean, he says he has the list.14

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah.15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  If not, this is going to prolong16

it.  But he says he has the list.17

MS. SCHELLIN:  Well, he can always listen to the18

video too.19

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, they -- okay, I just wanted20

to make sure.21

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah, video will be ready probably22

later this evening.  So since he's saying it won't take him23

very long, if maybe he could have his stuff two weeks?24

MR. EPTING:  The only thing is that, we can have25
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our stuff within two weeks.  We will still have to work with1

the ANCs on --2

MS. SCHELLIN:  Right.3

MR. EPTING:  Okay.4

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah, so the items, other than5

working with the ANC, if you could do, submit those by 3 PM6

on 12/18.  And the ANCs could respond to those items only. 7

Well, we'll wait, let them respond later.8

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  What does the ANC -- when are your9

meetings?  The second Wednesday in January.  8A, when is your10

meeting?  January 2?  Okay, so we would, we only have a11

meeting at the end of the month in January?12

MS. SCHELLIN:  We do.13

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  So let's shoot for that.14

MS. SCHELLIN:  So then I take it the ANCs are15

going to be working on this with the applicant prior to their16

meetings I imagine, right, so they can try to work something17

out.  Okay.  So then if we could get the ANCs to respond to18

the submissions that the applicant is going to submit by19

December 18. 20

If you guys could make your submissions, your21

responses to those documents by January 19, that's after both22

of your meetings.  And then the applicant would have an23

opportunity  to respond to those submissions by the 22nd,24

23rd in order to get it on the last meeting.25
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MR. EPTING:  Twenty-third is fine.1

MS. SCHELLIN:  Excuse me?2

MR. EPTING:  Twenty-third is fine.3

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah, 23rd of January.4

MR. EPTING:  Yes.5

MS. SCHELLIN:  Okay.  And then if we could get6

draft on these five conclusions of law by, I hate to say it,7

but I really need it by the 16th, and you'll just have to8

fill in later on the ANCs' stuff of January.9

MR. EPTING:  So 1/16 on draft order.10

MS. SCHELLIN:  Yeah.11

MR. EPTING:  Okay.12

MS. SCHELLIN:  And we could put it on for January13

29 for consideration at the Commission's meeting.14

MR. EPTING:  Okay, thank you.15

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Okay, are we all on the same page?16

MR. EPTING:  Yes, thank you.17

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Everybody, ANC, everybody's on the18

same page?  Okay.  Anything else, Ms. Schellin?  Vice Chair?19

VICE CHAIR MILLER:  Not to open it up, but you20

asked if we wanted to reiterate anything.  I guess I would21

just want to reiterate that I think one of the most important22

things from my perspective and I think my colleagues'23

perspective, is a memorialization and a quantification of all24

of the public benefits and amenities. 25
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And I think either individually or collectively,1

we encouraged some additional ones here this evening.  So2

that would just be what I would encourage you to work on and3

submit.4

COMMISSIONER TURNBULL:  I would, Mr. Chair, I5

would concur with the Vice Chair.  I think that's probably6

the most problematic one to complete him for January.  And7

I think that it may take a while to resolve between the two8

ANCs.  So you have your work cut out for you on that, so. 9

But I think that is probably, from our standpoint,10

the most outstanding thing for us to look at right now.11

CHAIRMAN HOOD:  Anything else?  Okay.  Ms.12

Schellin, anything else?  All right.  I want to thank13

everyone for their participation tonight in this hearing. 14

This hearing is adjourned.15

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went off the16

record at 9:15 p.m.)17
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